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Description

Priority Claim

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 15/596,904, filed on 16 May 2017, Attorney
Docket No. 15718/112, titled Rewritable Blockchain. This application also claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Serial
No. 15/596,899, filed on 16 May 2017, Attorney Docket No. 15718/189, titled Distributed Key Secret for Rewritable
Blockchain. This application also claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 15/596,922, filed on 16 May 2017,
Attorney Docket No. 15718/190, titled Multiple-Link Blockchain. This application also claims priority to U.S. Patent
Application Serial No. 15/596,932, filed on 16 May 2017, Attorney Docket No. 15718/191, titled Rewritable Blockchain.
This application also claims priority to European Patent Application Serial No. 17425018.3, filed 17 February 2017,
Attorney Docket No. A 8344EU -ds, and titled Rewritable Blockchain. This application also claims priority to European
Patent Application Serial No. 16425086.2, filed 11 August 2016, Attorney Docket No. A 8282EU -ds, and titled Rewritable
Blockchain. This application also claims priority to European Patent Application Serial No. 16425044.1, filed 23 May
2016, Attorney Docket No. A 8195EU -ds, and titled Rewritable Blockchain.

Technical Field

[0002] This disclosure relates to multiple-link cryptologic blockchains, in particular to data verification, validation, and
re-writing in complex real-world systems.

Background

[0003] Rapid advances in electronics and communication technologies, driven by immense customer demand, have
resulted in the widespread adoption of electronic transactions and record keeping. As one example, e-currencies, such
as Bitcoin, have displaced paper currencies in millions of transactions per year. Improvements in the verification and
recordation of such electronic transactions will continue to increase the features and options available to operators
engaging in electronic transactions.
[0004] C. Decker and R. Wattenhofer: "Bitcoin Transaction Malleability and MtGox", discloses an example of unde-
sirable post-mining modification to a blockchain ledger known as malleability.
[0005] United States Patent Application Publication document US 2016/027229 discloses adapting blockchain tech-
nology for the storage of voting data in an electronic voting system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

Figure 1 shows two example views of a blockchain.
Figure 2 shows two example rewrites to the example blockchain of Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows an example blockchain processing system.
Figure 4 shows an example blockchain rewriting system.
Figure 5 shows example rewrite management logic.
Figure 6 shows example rewrite logic.
Figure 7A shows two example collision searches.
Figure 7B shows an example rewrite to a blockchain using a collision.
Figure 8 shows an example blockchain portion paired with an example updated blockchain portion.
Figure 9 shows an example dual-link blockchain portion.
Figure 10 shows an example hybrid blockchain.
Figure 11 shows an example rewritable blockchain scenario.
Figure 12 shows an example distributed key secret blockchain rewrite scenario.
Figure 13 shows an example blockchain record maintenance scenario.
Figure 14 shows an example internet of things rewriteable blockchain scenario.
Figure 15 shows example blockchain loops.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] A blockchain may include a series of data blocks, the blocks including a code, such as a cryptographic hash
or checksum, which may be coding-consistent with the content of previous blocks in the series. In some cases, determining
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multiple different sets of blocks that produce the same integrity code may be insoluble, prohibitively computationally
complex, or otherwise effort intensive enough to frustrate attempts to tamper with the contents of the blockchain while
maintaining the self-consistence of the integrity codes. However, in some implementations a trusted party may have
access to a key secret, or portion of a key secret, such that the party, acting alone or with those in possession of the
other portions of the key secret, may edit the blockchain contents without leaving indication of tampering.
[0008] In various systems multiple parties may use a blockchain-based file or ledger to maintain a tamper-evident
record of events, transactions, or other updates. In some cases, a blockchain may register tampering after a change
made to the blockchain by an untrusted party, for example a party not in possession of the key secret. Thus, the parties
may individually verify that updates by other parties are valid and coding-consistent with the previous data blocks of the
blockchain. The self-consistence of the integrity codes allows the updates to the blockchain to be verified even if the
party lacks an archived version of the blockchain to use as a reference. When a rewrite to one or more data blocks in
a blockchain does not introduce coding-inconsistency among the integrity outputs and data block contents of the blocks
in the blockchain, the rewrite may be characterized as preserving the validity of the blockchain.
[0009] A blockchain may be secured by an integrity code. An integrity code may produce a particular integrity output
when particular data is provided as input to the integrity code. In some cases, when data different than the particular
data is provided to the integrity code as input, the integrity code may produce a different integrity output. In an example
scenario an integrity output from the integrity code generated from particular input data from a data block is stored and
the data block is later changed. If the changed data is provided to the integrity code as input, the integrity code may
produce an integrity output that is different or otherwise coding-inconsistent with the stored integrity output. Therefore,
the change may be detected in this example scenario.
[0010] A blockchain may include a series of blocks where each subsequent block in the series holds the integrity
output for a previous block. The series may form a chain of blocks in which each subsequent block holds an integrity
output generated from the data present in the immediately prior block. Accordingly, if a block is changed, a coding-
inconsistency with the integrity output stored in a subsequent block may be detected. Since the integrity outputs are part
of the stored data in the blocks, changes to the integrity outputs themselves may also be detected through coding-
inconsistencies. This self-consistency of the integrity code may be used to secure a blockchain with respect to covert
tampering.
[0011] When secured by an integrity code, a tamper-evident change may include virtually any change for which a
coding-inconsistency between the integrity outputs of the integrity code for a blockchain and the data within the blockchain
can be detected. For example, the data in a block of the blockchain may be hashed, run through a checksum, or have
another integrity code applied. If the data in the block is later found to conflict with the integrity output of the hash,
checksum, or other integrity code, the change may be identified as tamper-evident. A conflict may occur when the data
currently in a block does not produce an identical or equivalent integrity output to the earlier obtained integrity output
when the integrity code is applied to the data currently in the block. When a change is made to a block and no coding-
inconsistency with the previously stored integrity outputs of the integrity code can be detected afterward, that change
may be non-tamper-evident. In some cases, a non-tamper-evident rewrite may be implemented by substituting a first
block with a second block with different data content that produces the same (or an equivalent) integrity output.
[0012] In some cases, after entry, some blocks in a blockchain may include information that is no longer appropriate
for inclusion in the blockchain. For example, blocks may expire after time or after a determined number of subsequent
entries, private information may be included in the blocks, inaccurate entries may be included in the blocks, information
prejudicial to one or more of the parties using the blockchain may be included in the blocks, incomplete information may
be included, or other inappropriate information may be included. Accordingly, a trusted party, for example a neutral third
party, a governing party, or a group of individually untrusted parties, may rewrite, remove, or supplement data included
in the blocks in a non-tamper-evident fashion. The systems and techniques described below implement technical solutions
for rewriting blocks in the blockchain to allow trusted parties to redact information from the blockchain, without causing
the blockchain to fail for its intended purpose. For example, the parties may use a modified blockchain as if it was the
earlier, and unmodified, blockchain.
[0013] Blockchain rewrites may be used to perform low level (e.g., from a hardware architecture standpoint) operations
such as memory rewrites, deletions, and additions. Accordingly, the techniques and architectures may improve the
operation of the underlying hardware of a computer system because the system may utilize blockchain protocols for
storing data for which verifiability is implemented. For example, operating system software for secure systems may be
stored in blockchain payloads to protect the data from manipulation by malware, unauthorized parties, unauthorized
devices, or other unintended/unauthorized alterations.
[0014] Additionally or alternatively, blocks may represent a smallest increment of data that may be distributed when
an update is made. For example, one or more updated block may be sent separately from the entire blockchain during
an update. However, in some cases, at least the entire blockchain may be distributed with individual valid updates. For
example, when a new secured transaction is performed and added to a ledger secured via a blockchain, the entire
blockchain (e.g., full transaction history) may be re-distributed with the updated transaction added. Blockchain rewrite
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systems, such as exemplary implementations described herein, that allow truncation, right-sizing, extension, or other
blockchain size adjustments may improve the operation the underlying hardware by allowing adjustment of the data
overhead consumed during blockchain update and distribution.
[0015] In addition, the ability of a trusted party to rewrite a blockchain may improve tamper-resistance by providing
an established rewrite solution. Accordingly, rather than having to jettison a blockchain due to inappropriate content, a
trusted party may rewrite the existing blockchain. Accordingly, blockchain rewrite dramatically improves system efficiency,
compared to recreating a new blockchain. Blockchain rewrite may also reduce the probability of a malicious party using
a defunct blockchain, which may have been discarded due to inappropriate content, to spoof a system by notifying the
system that it did not receive a prior notification of the blockchain discard. Accordingly, the rewritable blockchain may
have the technical effect of improved data security and tamper-resistance. In other words, the techniques and architec-
tures discussed herein comprise concrete, real-world applications of and improvements to existing technologies in the
marketplace.
[0016] Further, the techniques and architectures, including those for rewritable blockchains, distributed key secrets,
dual-link blockchains, loops, and other techniques and architectures discussed require one to proceed contrary to ac-
cepted wisdom. In particular, conventional approaches to blockchain distributed databases require immutability of the
blockchain as a foundational feature. Expressed another way, immutability has been repeatedly explained in prior work
as an essential feature in establishing the technological value of a blockchain. Immutability in blockchains has been
incorrectly viewed and dictated as the required way to ensure that parties using a blockchain trust the validity of the data
contained in the blockchain. Accordingly, the techniques architectures described here that add rewritability to a blockchain
proceed contrary to accepted wisdom. The present techniques and architectures proceed contrary to accepted wisdom
by introducing rewritability, while still maintaining high security, and therefore the high technological value of the block-
chain. As such, despite the significant departures of the present techniques and architectures from prior teachings, the
present techniques and architectures provide high levels of trust in the blockchain despite its mutability.
[0017] Figure 1 shows example two example views 100, 150 of a blockchain where each subsequent block includes
an integrity code (e.g., a hash, chameleon hash, or other integrity code) using the previous block as an input. For instance,
block B1 104 includes a integrity output, IC(B0), in this integrity output field 124 determined from content of previous
block B0 102 serving as input to the integrity code. The content of B0 102 used in determination of IC(B0) may include
any or all of the fields within B0, such as Data 00 121, the [null] integrity output field 122, or the BlockID 123. The data
fields (e.g., Data 00 121, Data 10 131, and other data fields) of the blocks may be used to store any type of data. For
example, the blockchain data fields may hold account data, personal data, transaction data, currency values, contract
terms, documents, version data, links, pointers, archival data, other data, or any combination thereof.
[0018] The fields in a block that are not used to determine the integrity output in a subsequent block may not necessarily
be secured by the blockchain. For example, these fields may be altered without generating coding-inconsistencies among
the blocks. Further, if any integrity output field is not used in the determination of the integrity output for a subsequent
block in the chain, the blockchain may not necessarily ensure the coding-consistency among blocks discussed above
because the unsecured integrity output may be changed without necessarily generating evidence of tamper. Accordingly,
in various implementations, the integrity output field and at least a secured portion of a data payload of a block are used
in determination of the integrity output for a subsequent block (e.g., the next block) in the blockchain. Similarly, IC(B1)
in the integrity output field 125 of block B2 106 may be based on fields within Block B1 104, including, for example, any
of the integrity output field 124, the data fields, or the BlockID field of block B1 104. In the example, the integrity code,
IC, may be a chameleon hash, as discussed below.
[0019] The blockchain blocks may be locked 152 to one another via the integrity codes. In one sense, the blocks are
locked to one another because the integrity code output fields in each of the blocks are based on the content in the
previous block at the time the integrity output was generated (e.g., when the block was added to the chain). Accordingly,
if a previous block changes after a current block is added, the change will be tamper-evident because the change will
be coding-inconsistent with the integrity output stored in the current block. Hence, the content of the previous block is
"locked-in" once a current block with a stored integrity output based on the previous block is added to the blockchain.
In the example blockchain in Figure 1, the content of B1 104 may be locked once B2 106, which contains IC(B1) in its
integrity output field, is added to the blockchain. As a result, the content of B0 102 which was locked by B1 104 is further
secured by B2 106 because B2 106 prevents B1 104 from being changed in a non-tamper-evident manner.
[0020] In an example scenario, the rewritable blockchain may be implemented using chameleon hash as the integrity
code, as discussed below. However, virtually any code may be used for which tampering is self-evident for parties not
in possession of a key secret allowing editing.
[0021] Figure 2 shows two example rewrites 200, 250 to the example blockchain of Figure 1. In the first example 200,
the block B2 202 is replaced with a block B2’ 204 with new content The new block B2’ 204 includes content generated
using the key secret such that the integrity output generated when using block B2’ 204 as input is the same as that using
original block B2 202 as input. For example, IC(B2) = IC(B2’).
[0022] In the second example 250, the block B2 202 is removed. Block B1 206 from the original chain may be replaced
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with block B1’208 to be coding-consistent with the integrity output contained in block B3 210. For example, the block
B1’ 208 may include content generated using the key secret such that the updated block B1’ 208 may appear to be the
correct block (and is a correct block in terms of the blockchain integrity code) to precede subsequent block B3 210. That
is, B1 is replaced after deletion of block B2 so that B1’ can immediately proceed B3 without any violation of the blockchain
integrity code.
[0023] In various implementations, different rewritable blockchains may have different key secrets. Thus, a trusted
party able to rewrite a given blockchain may not necessarily be able to act as a trusted party and rewrite a second,
different, blockchain. Using different key secrets for different blockchains may prevent multiple blockchains from being
compromised simultaneously through the disclosure of a single key secret. However, multiple blockchains using the
same "master" key secret may be generated by blockchain systems (e.g., a key secret may be a master key secret if it
may be used with multiple different blockchain systems). Using a common secret among multiple blockchains may allow
for more streamlined administration than using different key secrets for the different blockchains.
[0024] Additionally or alternatively, a blockchain may have multiple different key secrets that allow non-tamper-evident
editing. In an example scenario, a master key secret may be used with multiple blockchains each with individual key
secrets that do not necessarily allow non-tamper-evident editing on the other blockchains covered by the master key
secret. For instance, blockchains A, B, and C may all allow rewrite with master key secret MK. Further, blockchain A
may have an individual rewrite key secret A1, blockchain B may have an individual rewrite key secret B1, and blockchain
C may have an individual rewrite key secret C1. In this example, a processing system may rewrite blockchain B using
MK or B1, but not with A1 or C1.
[0025] Further, in some implementations, a granting key secret may be used to issue key secrets to trusted parties.
For example, encrypted cache EC may include additional key secrets for blockchains A, B, and C (e.g., key secrets
A2...AN, Bn...Bn, C2...Cn). A trusted party in possession of a granting key secret GK to decrypt EC and allow issuance
of the stored keys to new trusted parties. In some cases, a master key secret may double as a granting key secret. For
example, processing systems may use master key secret to generate block content for rewriting, and the master key
secret may serve as a decryption key for an encrypted cache of key secrets.
[0026] In addition, distributed key schemes discussed below, may be applied for granting key secrets and master key
secrets. In some systems, trusted parties may individually perform rewrites to the blockchain. However, the same trusted
parties may combine, using any of the distributed key schemes discussed below, their keys to gain the authority associated
with a granting key or master key. For example, three individually trusted parties may each perform rewrites without the
assent of the other parties. However, the three parties may be forced to combine their key secrets, e.g., coordinate, to
gain granting privileges and grant a fourth party its own key secret.
[0027] In various implementations, increased privileges may be obtained through coordination of a specified threshold
number of parties, by specific pre-determined parties, by parties of a given class, by all parties, or by another defined
group of parties. The distributed key secret scheme may determine the participation level rules for coordination.
[0028] In various implementations, keys secrets may be assigned to operators using key secret assignment schemes.
The key secret assignment schemes may include assignment schemes based on operator identity, association, priority,
or other basis.
[0029] In some cases, the blockchain is flagged to indicate that it is subject to editing. The flags or fields indicating
that the blockchain is rewritable may identify the trusted parties with authority to rewrite the blockchain. This may assist
parties with an interest in rewriting the blockchain in identifying the trusted parties able to perform the rewriting. For
example, a blockchain may be accompanied by metadata describing the purpose, original, operational parameter, or
other information on the blockchain. Flags for rewriting may be incorporated within the metadata. However, when such
metadata is included outside of the blockchain it may be changed without evidence of tampering. Allowing the metadata
to be changed freely may reduce computing resources needed to perform an edit and increase the number of parties
that may correct a metadata error. In other systems, processing systems may write such metadata into the blocks of
the blockchain itself, for example, into dedicated fields or the data payload of blocks. Writing the metadata to the blockchain
itself may prevent unauthorized parties from altering blockchain metadata (e.g., for potentially malicious purposes).
[0030] In some implementations, the existence of the trusted parties may be kept secret from the untrusted parties or
a portion of the trusted parties. In some cases, the integrity code may not necessarily provide an indication by inspection
of its operation that trusted parties may edit entries in the blockchain. That is, the algorithm that generates the integrity
code does not itself easily reveal that it supports blockchain rewrite. Keeping the existence of the trusted parties in
confidence may discourage parties from attempting to steal or otherwise acquire the trusted party’s key secret. Further,
parties may have increased confidence in the blockchain if the parties assume that the blockchain cannot be edited by
another party without the tampering being evident.
[0031] In some implementations, entities with knowledge of a key secret may make alterations to the blockchain. This
key secret could be in the possession, in whole or in part, of operators, a centralized auditor, or other parties. Additionally
or alternatively, shares (e.g., portions) of the key could be distributed among several individually untrusted parties. The
integrity code may be a virtual padlock on the link connecting two blocks.
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[0032] The key secret to open the virtual padlock can be managed according to the requirements of specific applications.
For example, in a business negotiation (or government treaty negotiations) a key secret allowing alteration of proposed
contract (treaty) terms may be held by neutral third party. Additionally or alternatively, equal portions (e.g., halves, thirds)
of the key secret may be held by each party in the negotiation, such that terms may be altered with the consent of all
parties or a defined plurality of the parties. In collaborative software design implementations, key secrets may be dis-
tributed in portions to stakeholders to enforce consensus before allowing alteration to certain software code. Below,
example key secret distribution schemes are discussed, including centralized and distributed schemes. However, other
schemes are possible.
[0033] Figure 3 shows an example blockchain processing system (BPS) 300. The BPS 300 may include system logic
314 to support verifications of and rewrites to blockchains. The system logic 314 may include processors 316, memory
320, and/or other circuitry, which may be used to implement the blockchain processing logic 342. The memory 320 may
be used to store blockchain metadata 322 and/or blockchain data 324 used in blockchain rewrites and block additions.
[0034] The memory may further include program instructions that implement blockchain processing, and one or more
supporting data structures, for example, coded objects, templates, or other data structures to support verification of
updates to blockchains and detect evidence of tampering. The memory may further include flags 323 which may indicate
whether particular blockchains can be edited. In an example, the flags 323, may be implemented using a bit within
specific fields within a blockchain or blockchain metadata to indicate editability. Further, the memory 320 may include
parameter fields 326 that may include the identities of contact information of the trusted parties, for example, names,
addresses, phone, email, or other contact information.
[0035] The BPS 300 may also include one or more communication interfaces 312, which may support wireless, e.g.
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, wireless local area network (WLAN), cellular (third generation (3G), fourth generation (4G), Long Term
Evolution Advanced (LTE/A)), and/or wired, ethernet, Gigabit ethernet, optical networking protocols. The communication
interface 312 may support communication with other parties making updates to blockchains or performing blockchain
transfers. The BPS 300 may include power management circuitry 334 and one or more input interfaces 328. The BPS
300 may also include a user interface 318 that may include man-machine interfaces and/or graphical user interfaces
(GUI). The GUI may be used to present data from blockchain-based verifications to an operator of the BPS 300. The
user interface 318 may also render GUIs with tools to support block additions to blockchains.
[0036] Figure 4 shows an example blockchain rewriting system (BRS) 400. The BRS 400 may be used by, for example,
a trusted party performing redaction, revision, or supplementation on a blockchain. For example, a supplementation
may include adding content to an existing block. Even in blockchains that do not support non-tamper-evident rewrites,
an authorized operator may add a new block, e.g., a new transaction record, to the blockchain. However, alterations to
existing blocks (including additions) may generate evidence of tamper unless performed by a trusted party in possession
of a key secret. The BRS 400 may include system logic 414 to support verifications, updates, and rewrites to blockchains.
The system logic 414 may include processors 416, memory 420, and/or other circuitry, which may be used to implement
the blockchain processing logic 442 and the rewrite management logic (RML) 441.
[0037] The memory 420 may be used to store blockchain metadata 422 and/or blockchain data 424 used in blockchain
rewrites and block additions. The memory 420 may further store key secrets 421, such as an encryption key value,
trapdoor information, or other secret value, that may allow non-tamper-evident rewriting of a blockchain. In some cases,
the key secrets 421 may be stored in protected memory 480, such as encrypted files or data drives, physically secured
drives, drives coupled to triggers for anti-theft countermeasures, or self-deleting drives to prevent accidental or surrep-
titious disclosure of the stored key secrets 421. The memory storing key secrets may include trusted memory or other
memory in possession of or controlled, either directly or indirectly, by a trusted party.
[0038] The memory 420 may further include applications and structures, for example, coded objects, templates, or
one or more other data structures to support verification of updates to blockchains and detect evidence of tampering.
The memory may further include flags 423 which may indicate whether particular blockchains can be edited and the
identities of the trusted parties. The BRS 400 may also include one or more communication interfaces 412, which may
support wireless, e.g. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, WLAN, cellular (3G, 4G, LTE/A), and/or wired, ethernet, Gigabit ethernet, optical
networking protocols. The communication interface 412 may support communication with other parties making updates
to blockchains or performing blockchain transfers. Additionally or alternatively, the communication interface 412 may
support secure information exchanges, such as secure socket layer (SSL) or public-key encryption-based protocols for
sending and receiving key secrets between trusted parties. Further, the secure protocols may be used to combine key
secrets among individually untrusted parties each having some portion of a key secret, as discussed below. The BRS
400 may include power management circuitry 434 and one or more input interfaces 428.
[0039] The BRS 400 may also include a user interface 418 that may include man-machine interfaces and/or graphical
user interfaces (GUI). The GUI may be used to present data from blockchain-based verifications to an operator of the
BRS 400. Additionally or alternatively, the user interface 418 may be used to present blockchain rewriting tools to the
operator.
[0040] In some cases, the user interface 418 may include a GUI with tools to facilitate blockchain rewrites and deletions.
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The GUI tools for rewriting may include "what you see is what you get" tools that allow operators to manipulate the
content of the blockchain, e.g., using word-processor-like tools, web-editing-like tools, file-browsing-like tools, or any
combination thereof. Additionally or alternatively, the user interface 418 may include command-line editing tools. The
tools, whether text or graphic based, may allow operators to access key secrets and perform edits on blockchains for
which they are authorized. In some cases, the tools may deny writing capabilities to operators lacking the proper key
secret for the blockchain that they are attempting to edit. However, in some implementations, the tools may allow such
unauthorized editing because it will result in tamper-evident rewrite that will invalidate the unauthorized edits to the
blockchain.
[0041] Figure 5 shows example RML 441, which may be implemented in or with circuitry. The RML 441 may handle
management of key secrets and implementation of rewrite commands. For example, the RML 441 may determine
availability of key secrets for particular blockchains and pass those key secrets to the rewrite logic 600 (discussed below)
for execution of the rewrites. The RML 441 may also handle reception of rewrite commands or reception of commands
for the automation of blockchain rewrites. Once, the RML 441 identifies the change requested and the blockchain
involved, the RML 441 may access the blockchain (502).
[0042] The RML 441 may determine whether the memory 420 of the BRS 400 holds a key secret allowing rewrites to
the accessed blockchain (504). If the memory 420 does not store the key secret, the RML 441 may determine whether
the key secret is accessible via secure communication or via secure combination of portions of the key secret using the
communication interface 412 (506). For example, the portions may include portions of a key secret held by parties that
individually are untrusted, but as a group, with their portions combined into a full key secret, form a trusted party. In
some implementations, the key secret or portion thereof may be accessed via a secure communication using commu-
nication interface 412, e.g., to protect against interception of the key secret during communication. If the key secret
cannot be accessed, the RML 441 may indicate, via the GUI 418 that non-tamper-evident rewrites to the blockchain are
not available (508). If the key secret is accessible, either in memory or via secure communication, the RML 441 may
prompt the operator for rewrites to the blockchain (510).
[0043] Additionally or alternatively, the RML 441 may automatically obtain rewrites (511). For example, rewrites may
be available from a rewrite queue, embedded within a previously received command, obtained from other blockchains,
determined from content identified by the systems as malicious code or other inappropriate content, or other rewrites
automatically obtained by the RML 441. The rewrites may be stored as a command identifying changes to be made to
one or more blocks and, if content is to be added by the change, content to be written to the blocks. The command itself
may include the content to be written or, alternatively, may include a pointer to location of the content. The RML 441
may call rewrite logic 600 (see Figure 6) to perform the rewrites (512). For example, when non-tamper-evident rewrites
are available, the BRL 441 may call rewrite logic 600 to execute the rewrites to the block. Figure 6 shows example
rewrite logic 600, which may be implemented in or with circuitry. The rewrite logic 600 may access a blockchain (602).
For example, the rewrite logic 600 may access memory where a blockchain is stored. Additionally or alternatively, the
rewrite logic 600 may access a blockchain via a networking communication interface (e.g., communication interfaces
412). In some cases, the rewrite logic 600 may access the blockchain using a secured connection or on secured memory
as discussed above.
[0044] The blockchain may include one or more data blocks that are secured by an integrity code. For example, a
rewrite-protected cryptographic hash function, such as a hash function without a key secret for allowing non-tamper-
evident rewrites, a chameleon hash, cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs), checksums, or other integrity codes may be
used to secure the data blocks within the blockchain. In some implementations, the individual data blocks may be secured
by a particular integrity output that is coding-consistent with the data content of the block. For example, an integrity
output may be coding-consistent with the content of block when applying the integrity code to the contents of the block
that produces that integrity output. When an integrity output is coding-consistent with the data that it secures, the data
may be deemed valid. As discussed above, that particular integrity output may be placed within a neighboring block to
prevent or frustrate attempts to rewrite the data content in a non-tamper-evident fashion. Further, as discussed below
with respect to hybrid blockchains, some blockchains may include portions (e.g., of individual blocks or groups of blocks)
that may allow for non-tamper-evident rewrites alongside portions that may not necessarily allow for non-tamper-evident
rewrites by trusted parties.
[0045] The rewrite logic 600 may access a key secret, such as a cryptographic key or trapdoor information, that is
paired to the integrity code of the blockchain (604). The key secret may include data that allows a system, e.g., the BRS
400, to compute collisions, e.g., two different data blocks that produce the same integrity output for the integrity code.
Using the computed collisions, a device may rewrite the blockchain without the rewritten blocks being coding-inconsistent
with the integrity code. For example, an operator may instruct a BRS 400 compute a collision using a key secret and
rewrite a blockchain.
[0046] The rewrite logic 600 may receive a command, e.g., from the RML 441, to perform a rewrite on the blockchain
(606). For example, the command may have been received from an operator for a trusted party that wishes to replace
or delete data (e.g., content) from a particular block. The operator may indicate, e.g., in a command issued through a
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man-machine interface to the BRS 400, the original data and the replacement data from input devices of a user interface.
Additionally or alternatively, commands to replace data may be received via a network communication interface, for
example from a terminal associated with the trusted party. The rewrite logic 600 may receive the command to perform
the rewrite from the RML 441. Further commands to perform rewrites may originate from automated sources such as
those describe above with respect to the RML 441.
[0047] The rewrite logic 600 may process the key secret, the replacement data, and the original data to determine
additional data for which the replacement data and the additional data produce the same integrity output for the integrity
code that is produced for the original data (608). Accordingly, the replacement data and additional data may supplant
the original data without necessarily creating evidence of tampering. In an example scenario, where the integrity code
is a chameleon hash, the key secret for the chameleon hash allows the rewrite logic 600 to determine collisions for
virtually any original data content. In this example scenario, using the key secret, the rewrite logic 600 may compute
additional data that produces the same hash output as any given original data when combined with replacement data
selected by a trusted entity.
[0048] A deletion operation may be executed in the same or similar fashion as other rewrites. However, rather than
selecting a replacement data and additional data to be coding-consistent with neighboring blocks (e.g., blocks immediately
subsequent or immediately prior in the blockchain). The replacement data and additional data may be selected to be
coding-consistent with other blocks further up or down the blockchain. For example, if the replacement data of the
rewritten block collides with the data of a subsequent block further down the blockchain (e.g., non-adjacent blocks) rather
than that of the block that is being replaced, one or more subsequent blocks (e.g., one or more consecutive blocks in
the blockchain immediately following the rewritten block) may be removed. Additionally or alternatively, if the integrity
output field in the replacement data includes an integrity output of a block that is two or more blocks prior to the block
being replaced, one or more blocks prior to the block being replaced may be deleted. Accordingly, when a rewrite includes
a deletion, the rewrite logic 600 may delete one or more blocks prior to or subsequent to the block being rewritten (609).
[0049] Once the rewrite logic 600 determines the proper additional data, the rewrite logic 600 may generate the
additional data (610) and combine the additional data with the replacement data (612). In some implementations, par-
ticularly in schemes where the rewritability of the blockchain is kept confidential, the existence of the additional data
may be masked. Thus, a party not in possession of the key secret would not be able to immediately identify the rewritable
blockchain as rewritable simply by noting the existence of the additional data.
[0050] For example, the additional data may be placed in a field within the blocks that contains data with another
identified purpose. For example, the additional data may be appended to integrity output fields or to "randomness" fields
as discussed below with regard to Figure 8.
[0051] However, in some cases, declining to expressly identify a specific purpose for the additional data, which would
be otherwise incomprehensible, may be sufficient to prevent untrusted operators from developing a suspicion that the
blockchain that they are using is a rewritable blockchain.
[0052] In various implementations, the chameleon hash may be identifiable by both trusted and untrusted parties to
facilitate verification of block content.
[0053] The rewrite logic 600 may then write replacement data combined with the additional data in place of the original
data (614). For example, the rewrite logic 600 may overwrite the original data with the combined replacement and
additional data. Because the combined data is coding-consistent with the integrity output of the original data, the overwrite
of the original data may be performed in a non-tamper-evident manner, at least with regard to the integrity code. In other
words, the rewrite may be non-tamper-evident, even if replacing the original data with the replacement data alone would
result in a tamper-evident rewrite. As discussed below, dual-chain and multiple chain blockchains may be used in some
implementations. Accordingly, rewriting a blockchain coding-consistently with a first integrity code of the blockchain may
not necessarily result in a fully non-tamper-evident rewrite.
[0054] The replacement data may include completely rewritten data; an altered version of the original data, such as
a redacted version of the original data; the original data with additions; a complete deletion of the original data; or other
data.
[0055] The techniques and architectures discussed herein allow rewrites to the content of a blockchain that may be
implemented in services, such as decentralized services, that exploit blockchain-based technologies. Non-tamper-evi-
dent, validity preserving, or other type of rewrites to a blockchain may be used in various scenarios. The scenarios, for
example, may include removing improper content from a blockchain, providing support for applications that use rewritable
storage, complying with governmental regulations such as to "the right to be forgotten", or other scenarios.
[0056] The techniques and architectures, including those for rewritable blockchains, distributed key secrets, dual-link
blockchains, loops, and other techniques and architectures discussed herein may be used in conjunction with various
blockchain consensus techniques. For example, in some cases, rewritable blockchains may be used with proof of work
based consensus mechanisms. Accordingly, operators, e.g., untrusted operators, may be granted the ability to append
a block to the rewritable blockchain upon finding a solution of a pre-defined challenge and showing proof of work for the
solution. In some implementations, consensus mechanisms based on "practical Byzantine fault tolerance" may be im-
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plemented. Further, some implementations may use "smart contract" type consensus mechanisms where operators
may append blocks upon a showing of compliance with the terms or rules of the smart contract. Integrity codes may be
implemented independently of the particular consensus mechanism used in a blockchain. Accordingly, integrity code,
include integrity code supporting blockchain rewrites, may be implemented with virtually any blockchain consensus
mechanism.
[0057] In some implementations, chameleon hash functions, which may allow for efficient determination of hash col-
lisions when given a key secret, may be used by the system e.g., BRS 400. In some cases, the system may use a
chameleon hash to grant a trusted entity, multiple individually untrusted parties that together makeup a trusted party, or
other entity the ability to make non-tamper-evident rewrites to a blockchain.
[0058] In some implementations, a hash function may remain collision resistant even after polynomially many collisions
have been already found (using the key secret). This property may be called key-exposure freeness. As discussed
below, a transformation may be used to convert a chameleon hash function into one additionally satisfying key-exposure
freeness.
[0059] Figure 7A shows two example collision searches 700, 720. For a hash function lacking a key secret (H), collisions
may be difficult to find. Accordingly, finding X and X’ such that H(X)=H(x’) may be prohibitively difficult (700). However,
for a chameleon hash CH, an device in possession of the key secret 722 may be able to find X and X’ such that
CH(X)=CH(X’) (750).
[0060] Figure 7B shows an example rewrite to a blockchain 760 using a collision. Blockchain 760 includes blocks 762,
764, 766, and 768. Block 766 includes integrity output 784. When two different blocks 766, 770 with different content
produce the same integrity output 786 for an integrity code, the blocks 766, 770 are a collision for the integrity code
(796). Block 766 may be replaced with block 770 and maintain coding-consistence with subsequent block 768 because
blocks 766 and 770 produce the same integrity output. However, if block 770 does not contain the proper integrity output
(e.g., integrity output 784), block 770 will not be coding-consistent with block 764. With access to the key secret of an
integrity code, a party is able to specify the integrity output present in block 770 (797). Accordingly, block 770 can be
made coding-consistent with block 764 by including integrity output 784 (798). Block 770 is still coding-consistent with
block 768 because Block 770 collides with block 766. Alternatively, if Block 770 is instead constructed to include integrity
output 782, the insertion of Block 770 may be used to delete block 764 (799). With integrity output 782, block 770 is
coding-consistent with block 762 (as its preceding block) and block 768 (as the block immediately subsequent). Accord-
ingly, block 764 may be removed from the blockchain with no evidence of tamper.
[0061] In some real-world applications, an append-only ledger for the majority of parties (to preserve security) that
allows rewriting may be implemented. To implement the real-world application, rewriting may be constrained such that
it may be performed by trusted parties or in defined circumstances. Two examples of real-world applications are discussed
below with regard to Figures 13 and 14.
[0062] In some cases, applications such as smart contracts or overlay applications may not necessarily work and
scale if the blockchain may not be edited in a validly-preserving or non-tamper-evident fashion. A smart contract may
include a sequence of instructions, for example computational instructions, that a party performs in exchange for com-
pensation.
[0063] Further, rewritable blockchains may provide support for updates to the application that the blockchain is used
to secure. If a blockchain-based system is overhauled after inception, a rewritable blockchain may be used to rebuild
the blockchain to reflect to overhaul.

Notation

[0064] For a string x, its length may be denoted by |x|; if X is a set, |X| may represent the number of elements in X.
When x is chosen randomly in X, the selection may be denoted as x ←$ X. When A is an algorithm, y ←$ A(x) may
denote a run of A on input x and output y; if A is randomized, then y is a random variable and A(x; r) may denote a run
of A on input x and randomness r. An algorithm A is a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) if A is randomized and for any
input x, r ∈{0, 1}*. The computation of A(x; r) may terminate in after up to poly (|x|) steps.

[0065] A security parameter may be denoted as  A function  may be negligible within the
security parameter (or simply negligible) if it vanishes fasterthan the inverse of any polynomial in K, i.e. V(K) = K-ω(1).
For a random variable X, P [X = x] may denote the probability that X takes on a particular value x ∈X (where X is the
set where X is defined). Given two ensembles X = {Xκ}κ∈N and Y = {Yκ}κ∈N, X≡ Y may denote that the two ensembles
are identically distributed, and X ≈C Y may denote that the two ensembles are computationally indistinguishable, for
example, for a given scenario.
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Public-Key Encryption

[0066] A Public-Key Encryption (PKE) scheme is a technique by which information may be exchanged publicly between
two or more parties without necessarily disclosing encryption keys, key secrets, or other secrets publicly. Further, PKE
may be achieved without necessarily requiring full disclosure of key secrets or other secrets among the parties in the
exchange. In an implementation, a PKE may be executed using a tuple of algorithms PKE = (KGen, Enc, Dec) defined

as follows: (1) The probabilistic algorithm KGen takes as an input the security parameter  and outputs a
public/secret key pair (pk, sk). (2) The probabilistic algorithm Enc takes as an input the public key pk, a message m ∈
M, and implicit randomness ρ∈Rpke, and outputs a ciphertext c = Enc(pk , m;ρ). The set of all ciphertexts is denoted by
C. (3) The deterministic algorithm Dec takes as an input the secret key sk and a ciphertext c∈C and outputs m = Dec(sk,
c) which is either equal to some message m ∈ M or to an error symbol ⊥.
[0067] In some cases, PKE or other secure exchange schemes may be used by individually-untrusted parties to
combine portions or shares of a key secret of the integrity code to generate a full key secret capable of non-tamper-
evident rewrites of a blockchain. In some cases secure exchange schemes may be used to ensure that third parties are
unable to acquire the portions of the key secret by observing the exchange. Additionally or alternatively, secure exchange
schemes may be used by individually untrusted parties to prevent other individually untrusted parties from acquiring
multiple portions during an exchange. For example, in an unsecured exchange, once an individually untrusted party
collects the portions from the other untrusted parties, the collecting party irrevocably becomes a trusted party. However,
in a secure exchange, such as how PKE is implemented, an untrusted party may collect portions of the key secret from
the other untrusted parties without actually learning the content of the collected individual portions. Accordingly, collecting
portions of the key secret from other individually untrusted parties does not necessarily result in the collecting party
becoming a trusted party. Thus, the individually untrusted parties may together makeup a trusted party, but after expiration
or other invalidation of a combined key, the individually untrusted parties return to their separate untrusted status until
they again agree to combine their individual portions. In some cases, a combined key may expire after a pre-determined
period of time or after performing a pre-determined volume of rewrites. For example, the combination process may
specify a pre-determined expiration parameter which may delineate a number of rewrites, a number of blocks that may
be rewritten, a duration, a volume of data that may be altered, a specific listing of blocks that may be rewritten, one or
more event occurrences, or a combination thereof.
[0068] In other cases, the key may be combined in such a way that the parties working together can determine the
additional content used to perform a non-tamper-evident rewrite of the block. However, no single party necessarily
collects a complete (but encrypted) key such that no single party could determine the additional content on behalf of the
other parties. Rather, each individually untrusted party within a group that makes up a trusted party may calculate a
portion of the additional content (or perform some portion of the processing). An end result from the combined efforts
of the individually untrusted parties serves as the additional content to support the non-tamper-evident rewrite of a single
block. For any subsequent rewrites, the individually untrusted parties may cooperate again for each specific block that
is designated for rewriting by the group that makes up the trusted party.
[0069] The individually untrusted parties may be different operators (e.g., entities, institutions, devices, or other parties)
with different operator profiles on a single system. Additionally or alternatively, individually untrusted parties may be
distributed over multiple systems. The individually untrusted parties may store their respective portions of the key secret
in different memory locations, which may have the same or different security features. The individual memory locations
may be associated with individual ones of the individually untrusted parties. For example, the memory locations may
correspond to a storage device owned or maintained by the respective ones of the individually untrusted parties. Similarly,
trusted parties may maintain associated memory locations. In some cases, the memory location may serve as an identifier
(whole or in part) of a party. For example, memory location for a trusted party may be used to confirm that the key secret
is being controlled (e.g., access control, read/write control, or other control) by a proper trusted party. For example, a
key secret may be rejected by the system if it is not accessed from a trusted memory location (e.g., a memory location
used, indirectly controlled, maintained, or owned by a trusted party). Similarly, portions of key secret held by untrusted
parties may be tied to specific memory locations.
[0070] Example implementations that may be used to support the techniques and architectures described above are
described below. For example, the implementations discussed below may be used to construct chameleon hashes.
However, other integrity codes may be used to non-tamper-evident blockchain rewrites.

Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge

[0071] If R : {0, 1}* 3 {0, 1}* → {0, 1} is an NP relation on pairs (x, y), with corresponding language L := {y : ∃x s.t. R(x,
y) = 1}, a non-interactive argument for R may allow a prover P to convince a verifier V that a common element y belongs
to the language L (where both P and V are modeled as PPT algorithms). The prover P may be facilitated by knowing a
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witness x for y ∈ L.
[0072] Example Property 1 (Non-interactive argument). A non-interactive argument for an NP relation R is a tuple of
efficient algorithms N/A = (I, P, V) specified as follows.

• ω ←$ I(1K): The probabilistic algorithm I takes as an input the security parameter  and outputs the public
common reference string (CRS) ω.

• π ←$ P(ω, x, y): The probabilistic algorithm P takes as an input the CRS ω and a pair x, y such that R(x, y) = 1, and
returns a proof π for membership of y ∈ L.

• d = V(ω, y, π): The deterministic algorithm V takes as an input the CRS ω and a pair (y, π), and returns a decision
bit d ∈ {0, 1}.

[0073] Non-interactive arguments may, in some cases, satisfy three properties known as completeness, zero- knowl-
edge, and soundness, which are discussed below. The CRS may be used to facilitate non-interactive zero-knowledge
conditions.
[0074] The completeness property may establish that an honest prover (holding a valid witness x) should be able to
convince the verifier that y ∈ L.
[0075] Example Property 2 (Completeness for arguments). Let N/A = (I, P, V) be a non-interactive argument for an
NP relation R. N/A may satisfy completeness if for all pairs (x, y) such that R(x, y) = 1, there exists a negligible function

 such that 

[0076] Zero-knowledge. The zero-knowledge property indicates that a possibly malicious verifier may not necessarily
acquire knowledge of a witness that it could not acquire by itself. This may contribute to non-interactive zero-knowledge
(NIZK).
[0077] Example Property 3 (Zero-knowledge). Let N/A = (I, P, V) be a non-interactive argument for an NP relation
R. N/A satisfies zero-knowledge if there exists a PPT simulator S := (S1, S2) such that for all adversaries A there is a

negligible function  [0, 1] such that 

[0078] Simulation Extractability. The soundness property indicates that it is hard for a malicious prover to generate
an accepting proof π for an element y ∉ L. In some cases soundness may still hold even if the malicious prover can
access simulated proofs for true statements. In some implementations, a stricter scheme may allow the prover to see
proofs of possibly false statements; see discussion below.
[0079] Example Property 4 (True-simulation extractability (tSE)). Let N/A = (I, P, V) be NIZK for an NP relation R,
with zero-knowledge simulator S = (S1, S2), and let f be an efficiently computable function. N/A satisfies true-simulation
f extractability (f tSE for short) if there exists a PPT extractor E such that for all PPT adversaries A there is a negligible

function  such that 

where oracle Or takes as input pairs (xi,yi) and returns the same as S2(τ, yi) as long as R(xi, yi) = 1 (and ⊥ otherwise),
and Q is the set of all values yi asked to oracle Oτ.
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[0080] Note that in the above example property 4 the adversary is only allowed to see simulated proof for true state-
ments. A stronger variant ensures that simulation extractability holds even if the adversary is allowed to see simulated
proofs for possibly false statements. The latter property is also known under the name of robust NIZK.
[0081] As noted in tSE NIZK are significantly more efficient to construct, indeed they can be generically obtained
combining a NIZK (such as the Groth-Sahai NIZK) with a CCA-secure PKE scheme.

Chameleon Hash Functions

[0082] A chameleon hash may include a cryptographic hash function for which a device in possession of a key secret
may compute collisions. Without the key secret, the chameleon hash may be designed to make it computationally
impractical to find collisions. However, knowledge of the key secret, for example, a cryptographic key, trapdoor information
or other secret, may allow for computationally practical generation of collisions for the hash function. Knowledge of the
key secret may allow for collision determination and generation for blocks containing at least some arbitrary content.

Secret-Coin Chameleon Hashing

[0083] Example Property 5 (Secret-coin chameleon hash). A secret-coin chameleon hash function is a tuple of efficient
algorithms CH=(HGen, Hash, HVer, HCol) specified as follows.

• (hk, tk) ←$ HGen(1K): The probabilistic key generation algorithm HGen takes as an input the security parameter

 and outputs a public hash key hk and a key secret tk.
• (h, ξ) ←$ Hash(hk, m): The probabilistic hashing algorithm Hash takes as an input the hash key hk, a message m

∈ M, and implicit random coins r ∈ Rhash, and outputs a pair (h, ξ) that consists of the hash output h and a check string ξ.
• d = HVer(hk, m, (h, ξ)): The deterministic verification algorithm HVer takes as an input a message m ∈ M, a candidate

hash output h, and a check string f, and returns a bit d that equals 1 if (h, ξ) is a valid hash/check pair for the message
m (otherwise d equals 0).

• π’ ←$ HCol(tk, (h, m, ξ), m’): The probabilistic collision finding algorithm HCol takes as an input the trapdoor key
tk, a valid tuple (h, m, ξ), and a new message m’ ∈ M, and returns a new check string ξ’ such that HVer(hk, m, (h,
ξ)) = HVer(hk, m’, (h, ξ’)) = 1. If (h, ξ) is not a valid hash/check pair for message m then the algorithm returns ⊥.

[0084] The hashing algorithm may be randomized, and, upon input some message m, it may produce a hash output
h together with a check value ξ that helps verifying the correct computation of the hash given the public hash key. The
random coins of the hashing algorithm are, however, secret. A particular case is the one where the check value ξ consists
of the random coins used to generate h, as the hash computation becomes deterministic once m and r are fixed; we call
such a chameleon hash function public-coin and we define it formally below.
[0085] Example Property 6 (Public-coin chameleon hash). A public-coin chameleon hash function is a collection of
algorithms CH = (HGen, Hash, HVer, HCol) specified as in Example Property 5, with the following differences:

• The hashing algorithm Hash, upon input of the hash key hk and message m ∈ M, returns a pair (h, r), where r ∈
Rhash denote the implicit random coins used to generate the hash output.

• The verification algorithm HVer, given as input the hash key hk, message m, and a pair (h, r), returns 1 if and only
if Hash(m; r) = h.

[0086] Since the verification algorithm simply re-runs the hashing algorithm, some implementations may drop the
verification algorithm from CH in the case of public-coin chameleon hashing.
[0087] Example Property 7 (Correctness for chameleon hashing). Let CH = (HGen, Hash, HVer, HCol) be a (secret-
coin or public-coin) chameleon hash function with message space M. CH satisfies correctness if for all m ∈ M there

exists a negligible function  such that: 

[0088] Virtually any chameleon hash may be used to produce a public-coin collision-resistant chameleon hash. How-
ever, in some cases, secret-coin chameleon hash functions can be used for the same applications as public-coin ones,
in particular for constructing chameleon signatures and online/offline signatures. However for a secret-coin chameleon
hash the system may store the check value ξ (instead of the randomness r) in order to verify a hash output. Further,
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and the hash verification may not necessarily include re-computing the hash.
[0089] Collision resistance may not necessarily be sufficient for some of the applications of chameleon hash. While
the hash function is collision-resistant, a party seeing a collision for the hash function may be able to find other collisions
or recover the key secret. Added collision resistance, can be used to make it more difficult to find collisions even after
witnessing polynomially-many collisions.
[0090] Another type of chameleon hashing may include "labeled" hash functions, where the hash algorithm takes as
input an additional value λ called the label or tag. In some cases, labeled hash functions may be resistant to key exposure.
For example, for some labeled hash functions it is unfeasible for a system to find collisions for a "fresh" label λ*, even
given access to an oracle that outputs collisions for other arbitrary labels λ ≠ λ. Identity-based chameleon hash functions
may, at least partially, address the key exposure problem because they use a trusted party to process identities.
[0091] Added Collision Resistance. An example of a collision for a secret-coin or public-coin hash function is a tuple
h, (m, f), (m’, ξ’) such that m ≠ m’and (h, ξ) and (h, ξ’) are valid hash/check pairs for m and m’(respectively). For a
chameleon hash function the following security property, which indicates that it should be hard to find collisions for the
hash function even given access to the collision finding algorithm (returning collisions for adaptively chosen hash outputs).
[0092] Example Property 8 (Added collision resistance). In an example scenario, CH = (HGen, Hash, HVer, HCol)
may be a (secret- coin or public-coin) chameleon hash function. CH may satisfy the properties of added collision resistance

if for all PPT breakers B, there exists a negligible function  such that 

where the set Q is the set of all hash outputs queried by B to its oracle, and oracle Ohk,tk is defined as follows: Upon
input a collision query of the form ((h, m, ξ), m’) run HVer(hk, m, (h, ξ)) := d; if d = 1 return the output of HCol(tk, (h, m,
ξ), m’), otherwise return 1. If B is not allowed to query oracle Ohk,tk, CH may be collision-resistant without necessarily
having added collision resistance.

Generic Transformation

[0093] Example chameleon hash functions that provide added collision resistance include hash functions based on
the Nyberg-Rueppel signature scheme. The security of these example chameleon hash functions can be demonstrated
using a discrete logarithm assumption within in the "generic group model."
[0094] The example construction below is for a chameleon hash based on Nyberg-Rueppel principles. Added collision
resistance may be achieved in a non-ad hoc fashion for a variety of different complexity environments. The transformation
may be based on a CPA-secure PKE scheme and with tSE NIZK.
[0095] Let CH = (HGen, Hash, HCol) be a public-coin chameleon hash function (with message space Mhash and
randomness space Rhash), let PKE = (KGen, Enc, Dec) be a PKE scheme (with message space Rhash and randomness
space Rpke), and let N/A = (I, P, V) be a non-interactive argument system for the language
[0096] LCH = {(pk, c, hk, h, m) : ∃ (r,p) s.t. h = Hash(hk, m; r) ∧ c = Enc(pk, r; ρ)}. (1) An example secret-coin chameleon
hash function CH* = (HGen*, Hash*, HVer*, HCol*) may be specified as follows:

• HGen*(1K): Run (hk, tk) ←$ HGen(1K), (pk, sk) ←$ KGen(1K), and ω ←$ I(1K). Return the pair (hk*, tk*), such that
hk* := (hk, ω, pk), and tk* := (tk, sk).

• Hash*(hk*, m): Sample a random value r ∈ Rhash and run Hash(hk, m; r) := h. Sample a random value ρ ∈ Rpke and
run c := Enc(pk, r; ρ). Compute the proof π ←$ P(ω, x, y), where x := (r, ρ) and y := (pk, c, hk, h, m), and return (h,
ξ) such that ξ := (c, π).

• HVer*(hk*, m, (h, ξ)): Parse ξ = (c, π) and return the output of V(ω, y, π) where y = (pk, c, hk, h, m).
• HCol*(tk*, (h, m, ξ), m’): First run HVer(hk*, m, (h, ξ)) := d; if d = 0 then output ⊥, otherwise, decrypt the randomness

r := Dec(sk, c), compute a collision r’ ←$ HCol(tk, (h, m, r), m’), sample a random p’ ∈ Rpke and encrypt the new
randomness c’: = Enc(pk, r’; p’). Compute the proof π’ ←$ P(ω, x’, y’), such that x’ = (r’, p’) and y’ := (pk, c’, hk, h,
m’), and return ξ’ := (c’, π’).

[0097] The system may be implemented using various protocols. For example, public-coin chameleon hash function
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based system may implement Sigma-protocols. A Sigma-protocol is an interactive proving scheme, in which the "prover"
and the "verifier" engage in a multiple-stage communication. During the multiple-stage communication, the prover may
convince the verifier that prover is in possession of specific information. To achieve tSE NIZK, a CCA-secure PKE NIZK
argument system may be used. An encryption scheme is CCA-secure when it is secure against a pre-defined ciphertext
attack.

Example Blockchain

[0098] In an example scenario, a block is a triple of the form B = (s, x, ctr), where s ∈{0, 1}K, x ∈ {0, 1}* and 
Where B is valid if: 

Where H : {0, 1}* → {0, 1}K and G : {0, 1}* → {0, 1}K are collision resistant hash functions and the parameters 

and  are the block’s difficulty level and the maximum number of hash queries that a user is allowed to make
within a round of the protocol, respectively.
[0099] The example blockchain, C, may be a chain (or sequence) of blocks. In the example, the rightmost block is the
head of the chain, denoted by Head(C). Any chain C with a head Head(C) := (s, x, ctr) can be extended to a new longer
chain C’ := C || B’ by attaching a (valid) block B’ := (s’, x’, ctr’) such that s’ = H (ctr, G(s, x)); the head of the new chain
C’ is Head(C’) = B’. A chain C can also be empty, and denoted as C = ε. The function len(C) denotes the length (number
of blocks) of a chain C. For a chain C of length n and any k ≥ 0, CÓk is the chain resulting from removing the k rightmost
blocks of C, and analogously kÒC is the chain resulting in removing the k leftmost blocks of C, if k ≥ n then CÓk = ε and
kÒC = ε. If C is a prefix of C’, it may be denoted C a C’. Further, the difficulty level D may differ among blocks in a chain.

Example Rewritable Blockchain

[0100] In an example rewritable blockchain scenario for the example blockchain above, a block may be a tuple B :=
〈s,x,ctr,(h,ξ)〉, the new component (h, ξ) may be a hash/check pair for a secret-coin chameleon hash. The function G
may be a secret-coin chameleon hash CH = (HGen, Hash, HVer, HCol). The validation predicate for this modified block
may be: 

[0101] The domain of the chameleon hash may be adjusted, for example, to a size commensurate to the application
of the blockchain by hashing the input of the argument, Hash, with a regular collision resistant hash of the desired output
size.
[0102] The verification of a chameleon hash may be computed using its own verification function (HVer). However,
some hash functions, such as those without key secrets, may be verified by precomputing the hash.
[0103] In some cases, a chain redacting algorithm, such as example algorithm 1, may take as an input: a chain C to
be redacted, a set of indices that represents the positions (in the chain C) of the blocks that are being redacted, and
another set containing the new x"s values for the individual blocks that are being redacted. The example algorithm may
accept chameleon hash trapdoor key tk as an input. The algorithm intuition is that for each block to be redacted we
compute a collision for the hash of the block with its new content x’. A new chain C’ is created by replacing the original
block with its modified counterpart. At the end of the execution of Algorithm 1, the central authority may broadcast the
new redacted chain as a special chain, such that the users of the system adopt the new redacted chain in favor of other
chains even, for example, longer ones.
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[0104] In some cases, collision resistant chameleon hash functions may be susceptible to key exposure. For example,
for some collision resistant chameleon hash functions it may be possible to retrieve the key secret after seeing collisions
for the function. Note that both algorithms presented (Algorithm 1 and 2) may expose one or more collisions for a
redaction. For example, an algorithm may expose a collision for redaction or for each block changed or redacted. In
some cases, a system may Implement a chameleon hash with added collision resistance to avoid key exposure. However,
some systems may rely on collision resistance and controlled levels of collision exposure.
[0105] In some cases, a trusted party may remove entire blocks from a rewritable blockchain. For example, a use
case may be scalability maintenance, such as saving disk space and computational power relative to what may be used
to handle larger (unredacted) chains. To remove the block Bi, the block Bi+1 may be altered by assigning si+1 ← s1. The

system may then compute a collision for Bi+1 that produces the new block  which may be inserted in the chain in
place of block Bi+1, which leaves the chain in a coding-consistent state. At the end of the execution of Algorithm 2, the
central authority may broadcast the new shrunken chain as a special chain, such that the users of the system adopt the
new redacted chain In favor of other chains.
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Decentralized Key Secret Exchange

[0106] In some implementations, a candidate trusted authority may be apparent. For example, in some financial
interactions, a bank or bank official may hold a key secret for the integrity code, such as a chameleon hash. In some
cases, peer-to-peer applications may not necessarily have such a clear candidate trusted party. This situation may be
addressed by using a decentralized key secret distribution scheme. In this case, the trapdoor key may not necessarily
be known by any individual party, but rather be shared among some fixed set of users, such that the users together
makeup the trusted party. When a block needs to be redacted, the users from this set engage in a secure multiparty
computation protocol (MPC) to compute Algorithm 1.
[0107] In some cases, secure key exchanges, such as MPCs, may operate by having the parties send a start signal.
In some cases, some parties may be honest or dishonest. Honest parties may aim to work with the other parties to
access the complete key secret. However, dishonest parties may wish to disrupt the process by sending false shares.
Nevertheless, the secure key exchange still may involve receiving shares with both honest and dishonest parties. After
receiving the "start" signal from all honest parties, a system may run (hk, tk) ←$ HGen(1K) and send hk to the dishonest
party. Accordingly, the individual parties in the exchange Pi may receive shares. The system may construct a complete
set of shares (s1...sn) from honest parties because the shares sent by the dishonest parties may constitute an unqualified
set. Once, a complete set is formed, the system may send si to each honest party.
[0108] The system may receive the shares si from each party Pi and reconstruct the trapdoor key tk := Rec(s1, ···, sn).
The shares of the dishonest parties are chosen by the dishonest party. Upon receiving a "compute collision" signal for
the pair ((h, m, ξ), m’) from all honest parties, compute ξ’ ← HCol(tk, (h, m, ξ), m’) and send (h, m, ξ) and ξ’ to the
dishonest party. Upon receiving an "OK" signal from the dishonest party, the system may forward the value ξ’ to all
honest parties. However, if an "OK" is not received, the system may forward ⊥ (e.g., a runtime failure indicator) to all
honest parties.
[0109] In an example scenario, an example system may include n active users. A subset U ∈ [n] of users may hold a
share of the trapdoor key tk. The subset U of users may execute a decentralized key generation protocol. At the end of
the run, users in the subset U get a share si of tk. When a block Bk := 〈s,x.ctr,(h,ξ)〉 is redacted into the modified block
Bk := 〈s,x,ctr,(h,ξ)〉 the users may inspect their own blockchains and find block Bk. The users in the subset may then
execute the distributed hash collision protocol to compute the value ξ. The users may input their own private share si of
tk, the values s, x, h, ξ and x. At the end of the protocol, the users in subset U receive the value ξ of block Bk. The users
may update their own blockchain by replacing block Bk with block Bk and broadcast this new rewritten chain. In some
cases, the users may broadcast the new chain as a new special chain. In some implementations, rewrites to the blockchain
may occur infrequently. Use of special chain broadcasts may not necessarily cause frequent disruption. However, special
and non-special transmissions may be used in various implementations.
[0110] An example choice for the set U would be to pick a subset of users that are online. However, this choice can
be dependent on the application. We also deal with the issue where some users in U are in fact malicious, and their
goal is to learn tk or to prevent its correct reconstruction.

Concrete Instantiations

[0111] In some example implementations, chameleon hash (CH) constructions that are described in: Giuseppe At-
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eniese and Breno de Medeiros, "On the key exposure problem in chameleon hashes", SCN, pages 165-179, 2004 may
be used by the system. As discussed above, an example CH construction that may be implemented has a twin Nyberg-
Rueppel signature along with added collision resistance, for example a CH that exhibits example property 8. The pa-
rameters for the function may include a random prime q and p = 2q + 1. The parameters may further include a generator

g of the subgroup of quadratic residues  and a collision resistant hash function H.

• (hk, tk) ←$ HGen(1K): The key secret is a random value tk ∈ [1, q - 1], and the hash key is hk ← gtk.

• h := Hash(m, r, s): To hash a message m ∈ M with random values (r, s) ∈  compute and return h := r -
(hkH(m,r) g8 mod p) mod q.

• {0, 1} := HVer(h, m, r, s): To verify just return Hash(m, r, s) = h.
• (r’, s’) ←$ HCol(h, m, r, s, m’): To compute a collision for message m’, pick a random k E [1, q - 1], compute r’ ← h

+ (gk mod p) mod q, and compute s’ ← k - H (m’, r’) · tk mod q. Return (r’, s’).

[0112] Semi-honest Scenario. In an example scenario, the users in subgroup U are semi-trusted. In this scenario,
the semi-honest users in subgroup U may be trusted to execute the protocol and behave according to the rules, for
example, the users in subgroup U may be relied upon to input the correct shares. For this semi-honest scenario, a
n-threshold key secret sharing scheme based on sums is described below:

Sharing phase:

[0113]

• The dealer chooses a secret s and n shares si such that  

• The n parties Pi receive their respective key secret shares si.

Reconstruction phase:

[0114]

• The dealer receives from the parties Pi a share si and reconstructs the key secret  

[0115] In the example scenario, the users u ∈ U individually choose a random xi ∈ [1, q - 1] as their respective key

secret shares and broadcast the value yi ← gxi. The hash trapdoor key may be  xi mod q, and the hash

key may be hk ← gtk. This protocol may be non-interactive because it may not necessarily require any exchange of
messages among the users. Further, no set of n - 1 users may necessarily be able reconstruct tk. Further, the system
may frustrate attempts to learn information about tk because the shares are just random elements.
[0116] In the example scenario, the users u ∈ U may agree on a pair ((h, m, r, s), m’). The users individually choose

a respective random ki ∈ [1, q - 1], broadcast gki, and later compute  mod q. In some
cases, the systems of the individual users may compute h’ ← H (m’, r’) without necessarily receiving additional input
from the other users in the subgroup. To compute s’ the users may execute a MPC protocol to compute the multiplication
s" ← h’ · tk by inputting the users respective shares of tk. The user may execute an additional and another MPC protocol
to compute the difference s’ ← k - s" by inputting the previously chosen shares of k.
[0117] Dishonest Scenario. Additionally or alternatively, an example scenario may include some users, entities,
parties, devices, or other entities, that may be dishonest. For example, dishonest users may deviate from a protocol
specification to attempt to learn other users’ key secret shares. To maintain security in such scenario robust secret
sharing schemes may be implemented for key secret sharing. In some cases, robust secret sharing may support a
threshold number (e.g., an integer t < n) of users that may be dishonest. A user executing a robust secret sharing may
reconstruct the correct key secret from the given shares even if (up to) the threshold number of users are dishonest. A
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robust secret sharing scheme may be implemented using a Shamir secret sharing scheme plus Reed-Solomon (RS)
error correcting code. In the key secret reconstruction phase, the RS codes are used in each share before reconstructing
the key secret. In some cases, a Shamir secret sharing scheme paired with RS error correction may operate with up to
one third of the users being actively dishonest. In some example schemes, any dishonest user threshold may be sup-
ported, for example, this may include a threshold that allows just short of a majority of users to be dishonest.
[0118] The users in the subgroup may chose a respective random string ρi ∈ and parses it as

 so that the subgroup may agree on a polynomial P (X). The polynomial may be defined

as P(X) := tk + P1 · X + P2 · X2 + ··· + Pn-1 · Xn-1, with P(i)  and  To distribute the
shares, the users may execute a MPC protocol to compute the shares of each user i. For a user i, the corresponding

share maybe the sum  In the reconstruction phase, the shares of the users may be decoded using
RS codes.
[0119] In some implementations, sharing schemes such as those described in Tal Rabin and Michael Ben-Or, "Veri-
fiable secret sharing and multiparty protocols with honest majority (extended abstract)", ACM STOC, pages 73-85, 1989
may be used. For example, sharing schemes discussed therein may use a broadcast channel and be capable of successful
operation where a majority of parties are honest.
[0120] Further, some implementations, may use schemes such those with an optimizable share size described in:
Allison Bishop, Valerio Pastro, Rajmohan Rajaraman, and Daniel Wichs, "Essentially optimal robust secret sharing with
maximal corruptions" IACR Cryptology ePrint Archive, 2015:1032, 2015 may be used. For example, sharing schemes
discussed therein may have corruption settings that lack linear dependence between the share size and the number of
parties, n. In some cases, the share size may grow linear with k, where 2-k is the probability of failure.

Structure at the Block Level

[0121] Figure 8 shows an example blockchain portion 800 paired with an example updated blockchain portion 850.
In the example, blockchain portions 800, 850 an outer hash H is paired with an inner hash G. The inner hash may be
nested within the outer hash such that the output of the inner hash is provided to the outer hash as an input. In the
example, blockchain portion, the inner hash G may be a chameleon hash function. The outer hash H may be a chameleon
hash function or another hash function. The blocks may include a HashPrev (e.g. previous hash) 802 field which may
include a store for holding the hash output corresponding to the previous block, for example s, s’, s". The blocks 820,
822, 832, 834 may not necessarily include a hash output of their own input. However, the hash output for the blocks is
shown above the block to demonstrate the linkage 803 to the next block (e.g., the linkage 803 between block 832 and
820 and between 820 and 834). The blocks 820, 822, 832, 834 may further include a Payload 804 field which may hold
data (e.g., x, x’, x") secured within the block, such as, transaction information, smart contract content, numerical values,
currency denominations, or other secured data.
[0122] A counter field 806 may also be included, for example ctr, ctr’, ctr". The counter field 806 may include a counter
or nonce that may be used for proof of work (PoW) computation, accounting, block tracking, or other purposes. In
cryptocurrency implementations, PoW may be used to verify the validity of a currency award to a particular party. PoW
may include solutions to computational problems where the solutions a computationally complex to derive, but compar-
atively computationally simple to verify. PoW may also be used in smart contracts to verify that a particular party has
completed their obligations under the contract.
[0123] The Randomness 808 field may be updated when the block is redacted, for example, when a collision is
computed. In some cases the Randomness field may hold the third data, (e.g., r, r’, r") that may be paired with the
replacement data to allow a non-tamper-evident rewrite to the blockchain. When a block 820 is redacted, the values s’,
x’, ctr’, and r’ may be replaced by s’, *x’, ctr’, and *r’. In the example scenario, s’ and ctr’ may not necessarily be modified
since ctr’ may be used by the outer hash to compute the PoW and is the link to the previous block that remains the
same. Using a chameleon hash key secret for the inner hash function G, it may be possible to find a collision such that
G(s’, x’, and r’) = G(s’, *x’, and *r’). Accordingly, H(ctr’, G(s’, x’, and r’)) = H(ctr’, G(s’, *x’, and *r’)). As a result s" may
remain unchanged through redaction. The updated block portion 850 includes the replacement block 822 with values
*x’ and *r’.
[0124] In some implementations, the system may delete a block by replacing si+1 with si in Blocki+1 and then running
the redaction process on Blockj+1. Additionally or alternatively, the system may delete a block by making the value si+1
in Blocki+1 point to Blocki-1. In some cases, the ctr value in Blocki-1 may be changed to maintain coding-consistency with
the updated value si+1 in Blocj+1.
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Multiple Chain Blockchain

[0125] In some implementations, a trusted entity may perform a redaction that may be concealed and users may be
unaware that a new blockchain has replaced the original blockchain. That is, users may not necessarily be able to detect
whether parts of the blockchain were redacted or not unless old copies of the blockchain could be restored.
[0126] However, in some implementations, it may be advantageous to make redactions evident. For example, tamper-
evident redactions may be advantageous in systems where redactions are audited, where previous agreement calls for
evidence when redactions are performed, or in other cases when evidence of redaction is advantageous or otherwise
preferable. In systems that are redaction evident, content removal or modification may leave a rewrite identifier or "scar"
(e.g., a rewrite artifact) that may not necessarily be removable by anyone including the trusted parties. However, in some
implementations, the scar may be removable by a subset of the trusted parties or through coordination of multiple parties,
as discussed below.
[0127] In some redaction evident implementations, a single blockchain may include chains, one based on the write-
locked chain, e.g., a hash function that lacks a key secret or a hash function for which the key secret is unknown, and
one based on a rewritable blockchain, e.g., a chameleon hash. If in both chains the write-locked and rewritable chains
are intact, then there was no redaction and the blocks are original. If the write-locked chain is broken and the chameleon
chain is intact, then there was a redaction by a trusted entity. However, if the rewritable chain is broken, then there was
an edit to the blockchain by an untrusted entity and the blockchain may be invalidated. In some cases, if the rewritable
chain is broken, the blockchain may be invalidated regardless of the state of the write-locked chain. Accordingly, in such
cases, the integrity of the blockchain is ensured by the chameleon chain while the write-lock chain acts as a detection
mechanism. Thus, in blockchains supporting rewrites with scar evidence, the validity of the blockchain is logically sep-
arated from the creation of a record of tamper.
[0128] In some implementations, multiple chains may be used to differentiate among different trusted entities. Accord-
ingly, multiple rewriteable chains may be included in a blockchain along with zero or more write-locked chains. In a
multiple-trusted entity tracking blockchain, the chain corresponding to the trusted entity that made the redaction will be
unbroken while other chains, include chains corresponding to other trusted entities or write-locked chains may be broken.
In some implementations, the inclusion of multiple rewritable chains provides the tamper scar or rewrite identifier without
an accompanying write-locked chain since only the chain corresponding to the trusted entity that made the edit may be
left unbroken, while the other chains, although rewritable by other trusted entities, may be broken as a result of the edit.
In some cases, a scar may be later removed when another trusted entity or entities in possession of the key to one or
more of the other chains ratifies the edits made by the earlier trusted party. This may protect the blockchain from
untraceable unilateral edits by one trusted party, but still allow a single trusted party to remove sensitive information
quickly without coordination among multiple parties.
[0129] Further, in some schemes, some trusted entities may be authorized to make edits without scars, while other
trusted parties may leave scars when making edits. For example, in a multiple rewritable chain scheme, one trusted
party may have a key for all chains while other parties have keys for only a portion of the chains. A party with all keys
may make edits without scars, while parties with only a portion of the keys may leave scars when editing. The multiple
chain scheme may be combined with the distributed key schemes, such that, parties may aggregate their keys to make
edits without scars in case where the parties would leave scars when acting alone.
[0130] Figure 9 shows an example dual chain blockchain portion 900, 950, where the block B2 902 is modified. The
key secret 903 held by the one or more trusted parties allows the trusted parties to open the link 904 and change the
block B2 902. However, the write-locked link 906, or other link for which the trusted party lacks the key, may be broken
to signal that a redaction took place. Referring to 950, the old block B2 902, with possibly sensitive information may be
removed, but the broken link 956 acts as an indelible mark or scar that provides a persistent record that a redaction to
produce new block B2’ 952 took place.
[0131] Multiple chain blockchains may also be used to generate a hybrid blockchain with non-rewriteable blockchain
space paired with rewritable blockchain space. For example, a system may secure a first of each block in of a set of
blocks in a blockchain with an integrity code that lacks a key secret. Accordingly, any attempt by any party to rewrite
these parts of the blocks would be tamper evident. The example system may secure remaining parts of the blocks with
an integrity code that supports rewrites by trusted parties. These rewritable portions could be altered by trusted parties
without generating evidence of tamper. Accordingly, a hybrid blockchain may be used by operators to generate a block-
chain system with immutable core data that is paired with tertiary data that may be rewritten by a limited number of
trusted parties.
[0132] Figure 10 shows an example hybrid blockchain 1000. The hybrid blockchain 1000 includes blocks 1010, 1020,
1030, 1040 with a core 1002 part and a tertiary part 1004. The block portions 1012, 1022, 1032, 1042 making up the
core part 1002 are secured by a core integrity code 1006 which may not necessarily support non-tamper-evident rewrites
by any party. Conversely, the block portions 1014, 1024, 1034, 1044 making up the tertiary parts 1004 of the blocks
1010, 1020, 1030, 1040 may be secured by a tertiary integrity code 1008 that supports non-tamper-evident rewrites.
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[0133] In various implementations, the core 1006 and tertiary 1008 integrity codes may themselves implement multiple
chains. For example, the core integrity code 1006 or the tertiary integrity code 1008 may support scarring, as discussed
above, such that valid rewrites may be performed on the parts 1002, 1004, but those changes still generate evidence
of tampering despite being valid. Additionally or alternatively, the core 1006 and tertiary 1008 integrity codes may support
multiple-trusted-party ratification, or require different numbers of key secret portions to support editing. For example,
edits to the core parts 1002 may depend on ratification by two trusted parties to perform a non-tamper evident rewrite,
while non-tamper-evident edits to the tertiary portion may be performed by a single trusted party. For distributed key
secret systems, an example system may allow a non-tamper-evident rewrite to the tertiary part 1004 using M portions
of the key secret, while only allowing non-tamper-evident rewrites to the core part 1002 when N portions of the key secret
are combined (where N>M).
[0134] In an example scenario, the hybrid blockchain could be used to construct a ledger with fully immutable transaction
data that is paired with transaction description/comment data that may be rewritten by a select group of curators for the
ledger. In some cases, the ledger entries may include size caps or constraints in the type of data that may be entered.
Constraining allowed rewrites may frustrate attempts to write irrelevant or malicious content into the immutable ledger
portions of the blocks. The description/comment field within the rewritable portions of the blocks may be subject to fewer
entry restrictions. However, the curators may alter or remove previously written content in the description/comments
fields without the changes being tamper evident.
[0135] Figure 11 shows an example rewritable blockchain scenario 1100. In the rewritable blockchain scenario 1100,
a trusted party 1101 in control of a key secret 1150 (or master key secret) may perform rewrites 1172 on its own authority.
For example, the trusted party may be in full control of the key secret, because the trusted party does not necessarily
have to coordinate with other parties to perform rewrites 1172. The trusted party 1101 may control a BRS 400, e.g.
directly or from one or more terminals 1110, the BRS 400 may store the key secret 1150 in memory 420 (e.g., protected
memory 480) or access/receive the key secret 1150 from remote locations, such as terminals 1110, cloud storage, or
other network locations. The terminals 1110 may include various communication devices such as, computers, webserv-
ers, laptops, cellular telephones, smartphones, tablets, internet connected appliances, internet of things devices, or
other communication devices. The BRS 400 may execute RML 441 and/or rewrite logic 600 to preform blockchain
rewrites 1172. Untrusted parties 1102 may access the BRS 400, other BRSs 400 systems, terminals 1110, or BPSs
300 which may verify the blockchain and/or append blocks 1174 (e.g., adding new blocks to the end of the blockchain).
[0136] Some untrusted parties may control BRSs 400, including the BRS 400 under control of the trusted party.
However, the untrusted parties are unable to access the stored key secret 1150. For example, some untrusted parties
may lack user account authority on the BRS 400 to access the key secret 1150 of the trusted party, but may still have
access to other functions of the BRS 400. Additionally or alternatively, untrusted parties, with respect to a first rewritable
blockchain, may serve as trusted parties with regard to other blockchains. Accordingly, a single BRS 400 may provide
rewrite operations 1172 to multiple different trusted parties for multiple different blockchains.
[0137] The BRS 400 may access blockchains. When instructed under the authority of the trusted party, the BRS 400
may perform rewrites on the accessed blockchains using the key secret 1150.
[0138] Figure 12 shows an example distributed key secret blockchain rewrite scenario 1200. In the example scenario
1200, the parties may include individually untrusted parties IUPs (1299), trusted parties 1101, and untrusted parties
1102. The IUPs 1299 may be in control of portions 1260 of a key secret, while trusted parties 1101 may be in control of
an entire key secret 1150. In the example scenario, rewrites 1272 may be performed when the IUPs 1299 combine their
key secret portions 1260 (e.g., by PKE or other secret exchange scheme, as discussed above) or a single-party rewrite
1172 under the authority of the trusted party 1101 using its key secret 1150. However, various other example distributed
key secret blockchain rewrite scenarios no single party may be in full control of a key secret 1150, and accordingly, non-
tamper evident blockchain rewrites 1272 are possible when the IUPs 1299 combine their portions 1260.
[0139] Referring again to the example distributed key secret blockchain rewrite scenario 1200, the IUPs 1299 may
combine their portions to perform a non-tamper-evident rewrite 1272. The IUPs 1299 may store their key secret portions
1260 on BRSs 400, BPSs 300, terminals 1110, or other memory locations. The IUPs 1299 may combine their portions
using one of the exchange schemes describe above. Once the combined key secret 1262 is available, a BRS 400 may
access the combined key secret 1262 to perform non-tamper-evident rewrites.
[0140] Moving now to a discussion of real world applications of rewritable blockchains, blockchain may be used (e.g.,
by a private company) to maintain records. For example, a service provider (e.g., a bank, financial institution, or other
enterprise) may maintain a blockchain holding records of transactions.
[0141] Figure 13 shows an example blockchain record maintenance scenario 1300. In some cases, the blockchain
1302, which can be rewritten, may be maintained by the service provider 1304 in a public location where parties 1308
to a transaction may append blocks 1310, (e.g., containing transaction records 1399) to the end of the blockchain 1302,
when the parties complete transactions. The service provider 1304 holds the key secret 1350 and is a trusted party.
Because parties 1308 performing transactions are untrusted, the service provider 1304 may rely the append-only nature
of the blockchain to deter tampering with past records.
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[0142] In some jurisdictions, such as the European Union, individuals may have a right to be forgotten. Further, because
the blockchain 1302 includes transaction records 1399 and is publicly available, the blockchain 1302 may provide a
public record 1398 of fraudulent activity by past users. Since individuals may have an extensive right to have references
to a past crime removed from the public sphere after completing a sentence for that crime, the service provider 1304
may have a legal duty to remove the public record 1398 of fraudulent activity. If the blockchain 1302 could not be rewritten,
the service provider 1304 may be forced to either invalidate the blockchain 1302 or clear the entire blockchain 1302 to
comply with the law. However, since the service provider 1304 may perform non-tamper-evident rewrites to the blockchain
1302, the service provider may remove the public record 1398 without evidence of tamper that would invalidate the
blockchain. Accordingly, the rewritable blockchain techniques and architectures discussed above, provide a concrete
technical solution to a real-world application in public record keeping and statutory compliance.
[0143] In another real-world application, rewritable blockchains may be used in maintaining data stream records from
internet of things (loT) devices. Figure 14 shows an example loT rewriteable blockchain scenario 1400. An loT security
camera 1402 may record audio visual (A/V) data 1404 and store the A/V data within a rewritable blockchain 1408. An
enterprise 1410 operating the loT security camera 1402 may use it to monitor an area (e.g., a parking lot of a retail
location) open to third-party clients 1499. When a dispute among the clients 1499 occurs (e.g., a minor automobile
accident), the enterprise 1410 may provide the A/V data 1404 to clients 1499 within the blockchain 1408.
[0144] Accordingly, the enterprise 1410 may be confident that the individual clients 1499 are unable to alter the A/V
data 1404. Thus, the authenticity of the A/V data 1404 can be verified by the clients 1499 themselves (or by virtually
any party, such as an insurer, mediator, or court). As a result, providing the video within a blockchain may reduce the
future potential burden on the enterprise 1410 in authenticating the A/V data 1404 for the clients 1499. Further, since
the blockchain 1408 is rewritable, the enterprise may truncate the A/V data 1404 and provide a segment 1420 with the
relevant A/V data. Without the ability to rewrite the blockchain 1408, the enterprise 1410 may face of choice of providing
non-relevant A/V segments or removing the blockchain protection and facing the risk of more burdensome authentication
requirements. In various implementations, the segments 1420 may be wrapped-up into a closed blockchain loop, as
discussed below.
[0145] The rewritable blockchain techniques and architectures may support blockchain forms that are impractical or
impossible without the technical solution of rewrite capabilities. For example, with blockchain rewrite support, a blockchain
may be "wrapped-up" into a loop form by a trusted party. In other words, a first block of a given linear blockchain may
be rewritten to include an integrity output coding-consistent with a subsequent block of the blockchain. This reforms the
blockchain into a loop, at least in part. Without rewrite support constructing loops within a blockchain may be impossible
or impractical unless the content of all blocks within the loop is known prior to the addition of the first block in the loop.
In some cases, branching, e.g., having two separate possible blocks that could follow a first block, is an indicator of
blockchain invalidity. Without branching, open loops, e.g. loops not connecting two ends of a blockchain, cannot be
constructed. Accordingly, open loops may be valid in implementations where the presence of branching does not nec-
essarily invalidate a blockchain.
[0146] Where the first block is the oldest block of the blockchain and the subsequent block is the most recent block,
the trusted party reforms the blockchain into a closed blockchain loop. Blockchain loops may be used by parties to
provide self-consistent tamper resistance for finite length blockchains. For example, where a blockchain covers a com-
pleted series of transactions, the blockchain may be wrapped-up into a closed loop to provide a self-consistent record
not necessarily dependent on future block additions for security.
[0147] Figure 15 shows example wrapped-up blockchains 1530, 1550. The example blockchain loop 1530 is an open
loop. The example blockchain 1500 is a closed loop. A trusted party 1504 may wrap-up the blockchain into an open
loop blockchain 1530 by selecting at least one non-end block (e.g., a block from the group 1532) to lock to another block.
Alternatively, the trusted party 1504 may wrap-up the blockchain into a closed loop blockchain 1550 by selecting two
end blocks (e.g., the two blocks from group 1552).
[0148] For open loop 1530, block 1538 may be rewritten with content 1546 such that the integrity output 1536 stored
in block 1534 indicates that block 1538 precedes block 1534 (e.g., integrity output 1536 should be coding-consistent
with content 1546). Since block 1534 remains unchanged, the content of block 1542 may also be coding-consistent with
the integrity output 1536 stored in block 1534. The integrity output 1536 may be written to block 1544 to ensure that
block 1538 is coding-consistent with block 1544 after being rewritten. Block 1544 may be rewritten with integrity output
1536 such that the integrity output 1548 of block 1558 remains coding-consistent with block 1544 after the rewrite.
[0149] For closed loop blockchain 1550, block 1554 may be rewritten with integrity output 1556 which indicates that
block 1558 precedes block 1554 (e.g., integrity output 1556 should be coding-consistent with content 1558). Block 1554
may be rewritten with integrity output 1556 such that the integrity output 1566 of block 1541 remains coding-consistent
with block 1554 after the rewrite. Accordingly, after the closed loop 1550 is created by the trusted party 1504, a rewrite
block 1558 by an untrusted party of would be coding-inconsistent with integrity output 1556 and would be tamper-evident.
In addition, in implementations where branching invalidates a blockchain, appending a block after block 1558 would
invalidate the closed loop 1550. Accordingly, closed-loop blockchain 1550 may be protected from both non-tamper-
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evident rewrites and non-tamper-evident additions, in implementations where branching invalidates a blockchain.
[0150] The methods, devices, processing, and logic described above may be implemented in many different ways
and in many different combinations of hardware and software. For example, all or parts of the implementations may be
circuitry that includes an instruction processor, such as a Central Processing Unit (CPU), microcontroller, or a micro-
processor; an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), Programmable Logic Device (PLD), or Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA); or circuitry that includes discrete logic or other circuit components, including analog circuit compo-
nents, digital circuit components or both; or any combination thereof. The circuitry may include discrete interconnected
hardware components and/or may be combined on a single integrated circuit die, distributed among multiple integrated
circuit dies, or implemented in a Multiple Chip Module (MCM) of multiple integrated circuit dies in a common package,
as examples.
[0151] The circuitry may further include or access instructions for execution by the circuitry. The instructions may be
embodied as a signal and/or data stream and/or may be stored in a tangible storage medium that is other than a transitory
signal, such as a flash memory, a Random Access Memory (RAM), a Read Only Memory (ROM), an Erasable Program-
mable Read Only Memory (EPROM); or on a magnetic or optical disc, such as a Compact Disc Read Only Memory
(CDROM), Hard Disk Drive (HDD), or other magnetic or optical disk; or in or on another machine-readable medium. A
product, such as a computer program product, may particularly include a storage medium and instructions stored in or
on the medium, and the instructions when executed by the circuitry in a device may cause the device to implement any
of the processing described above or illustrated in the drawings.
[0152] The implementations may be distributed as circuitry, e.g., hardware, and/or a combination of hardware and
software among multiple system components, such as among multiple processors and memories, optionally including
multiple distributed processing systems. Parameters, databases, and other data structures may be separately stored
and managed, may be incorporated into a single memory or database, may be logically and physically organized in
many different ways, and may be implemented in many different ways, including as data structures such as linked lists,
hash tables, arrays, records, objects, or implicit storage mechanisms. Programs may be parts (e.g., subroutines) of a
single program, separate programs, distributed across several memories and processors, or implemented in many
different ways, such as in a library, such as a shared library (e.g., a Dynamic Link Library (DLL)). The DLL, for example,
may store instructions that perform any of the processing described above or illustrated in the drawings, when executed
by the circuitry.
[0153] The techniques and architectures described herein may be used in various implementations. As one example,
a method may be executed in a hardware security system. The method may include: receiving, at processing circuitry,
a first portion of a key secret via a key secret exchange protocol; combining, with the processing circuitry, the first portion
with a second portion of the key secret to obtain the key secret; determining, with the processing circuitry, to rewrite
original data in a selected block of a blockchain with altered data that is different than the original data previously stored
in the selected block; and determining, with the processing circuitry and using the key secret, collision data including
the altered data, the collision data coding-consistent with a previously determined integrity output stored within a specific
block of the blockchain that follows the selected block, the previously determined integrity output generated responsive
to and coding-consistent with the original data.
[0154] As another example, a system may include: memory, a blockchain store within the memory, and rewrite circuitry
in in data communication with the communication interface. The blockchain may include, a selected block including
original data; and a specific block including an integrity output, the integrity output determined using the original data as
an input. The communication interface may be configured to: perform a key secret exchange operation to receive portions
of a key secret, the portions sent by multiple individually untrusted parties; receive a command coordinated with the key
secret exchange protocol, the command to overwrite the original data with altered data. The rewrite circuitry may be
configured to: obtain a portion combination using the portions of the key secret; when a count of the portions exceeds
a threshold count for rewrite privileges: computing collision data that includes the altered data: the collision data coding-
consistent with the integrity output, and the computing the collision data performed using the portion combination and
the altered data as inputs.
[0155] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry may be further configured to fail to compute the collision data,
when the count does not exceed the threshold count for rewrite privileges.
[0156] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry may be configured to fail to compute the collision data by: de-
termining that the count does not exceed the threshold; and responsive to determining that the count does not exceed
the threshold, forgoing computation of the collision data.
[0157] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry may be configured to: fail to compute the collision data by gen-
erating invalid data by attempting to compute the collision data with incomplete knowledge of the key secret, the invalid
data coding-inconsistent with integrity output; and perform a tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain by overwriting at
least the original data with the invalid data.
[0158] In some implementations, the specific block may follow the selected block within the blockchain.
[0159] In some implementations, the specific block may include a block adjacent to the selected block within the
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blockchain.
[0160] In yet another example, a method may be executed in a hardware security system. The method may include:
determining, with processing circuitry, to rewrite original data in a selected block of a blockchain with altered data different
than the original data previously stored in the selected block; identifying a specific block of the blockchain, the specific
block including: a first integrity code and a second integrity code; determining, with the processing circuitry and using a
key secret, collision data including the altered data; and performing, with the processing circuitry, a tamper-evident
rewrite of the blockchain by replacing the original data with the collision data. The collision data being coding-consistent
with a first integrity output stored within the specific block of the blockchain; and coding-inconsistent with the second
integrity output stored within the specific block. The first and second integrity outputs generated responsive to and coding-
consistent with the original data.
[0161] In another example, a system may include: memory, a blockchain stored within the memory, and rewrite circuitry.
The blockchain may include: a first block including original data; and a second block including: a first integrity output
computed using the original data as an input; and a second integrity output computed using the original data as an input.
The rewrite circuitry may be configured to: generate a scar in the blockchain by rewriting the first block with altered data
different than the original data, the altered data coding-consistent with the first integrity output but coding-inconsistent
with the second integrity output.
[0162] In another example, a system may include: memory, communication interface circuitry, and rewrite circuitry in
data communication with the communication interface and the memory. The memory may be configured to store a key
secret for a chameleon hash that secures a blockchain. The communication interface circuitry may be configured to:
access the blockchain in the memory, the blockchain including: a selected block, a second block subsequent to the
selected block on the blockchain, and a third block preceding the selected block on the blockchain. The selected block
may include: a payload field operable to store original data; a first previous-hash field operable to store a first chameleon
hash output; and a randomness field. The second block may include a second previous-hash field operable to store a
second chameleon hash output. The first chameleon hash output may be generated using content of the third block as
an input. The communication interface circuitry may be further configured to: receive a trusted-party instruction to perform
a non-tamper-evident rewrite to the payload field, the instruction specifying altered data which will replace the original
data previously stored in the payload field; receive, to facilitate performance of the instruction, an authorization to access
the key secret within the memory, the authorization initiated by a trusted party for the blockchain; and send a rewrite
instruction for the blockchain. The rewrite circuitry may be configured to: using the payload field, the first previous-hash
field, and the key secret as inputs, determine randomness data to write to the randomness field, the randomness data
selected such that the second chameleon hash output is coding-consistent with the selected block when the payload
field contains the altered data and the randomness field contains the randomness data; an generate the rewrite instruction;
and cause the communication interface to send the rewrite instruction. The rewrite instruction may include: a first com-
mand to write the randomness data into the randomness field; and a second command to replace the original data with
the altered data.
[0163] In another example, a system may include memory and rewrite circuitry. The memory may be configured to
store a blockchain. The blockchain may include a selected block including original data; and a specific block including
an integrity output. The rewrite circuitry may be configured to perform a non-tamper-evident rewrite of the selected block,
the specific block, or both.
[0164] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry may be configured to perform the non-tamper-evident rewrite by
wrapping-up the blockchain into a loop.
[0165] In some implementations, rewrite circuitry may be configured to wrap-up the blockchain into the loop, by replacing
the original data with altered data coding-consistent with the integrity output.
[0166] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry may be configured to wrap-up the blockchain into the loop by
wrapping-up the blockchain into a closed loop, an open loop, or both.
[0167] In some implementations, the blockchain may include a tertiary portion and a core portion.
[0168] In another example, a system may include memory and a hybrid blockchain stored on the memory. The hybrid
blockchain may include a core portion; and a tertiary portion. Meeting a criterion for rewrite privileges may qualify a party
to rewrite the tertiary portion but not the core portion.
[0169] In some implementations, the criterion may include combining a first threshold number of key secret portions.
[0170] In some implementations, the core portion may be secured by an integrity code that lacks an associated key
secret.
[0171] In another example, a system may comprise: memory; a blockchain stored in the memory, the blockchain
comprising a block with original data, the blockchain secured by a first integrity output for a first integrity code, the first
integrity code is configured to yield the first integrity output when applied to the original data; and rewrite circuitry in data
communication with the memory, the rewrite circuitry configured to: access the blockchain; access a key secret for the
first integrity code, the key secret facilitating identification of collision data, the collision data different from the original
data, the first integrity code is configured to yield the first integrity output when applied to the collision data; receive a
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command to rewrite the original data in the block with altered data that is different than the original data, the first integrity
code does not yield the first integrity output when applied to the altered data; generate additional data responsive to the
key secret and the altered data; generate the collision data based on the altered data and the additional data; and rewrite
the block with the collision data.
[0172] In some implementations, the altered data comprises a redacted version of the original data, supplemental
data relative to the original data, or both.
[0173] In some implementations, where the first integrity code comprises a cryptographic hash, a chameleon hash,
or both.
[0174] In some implementations, the blockchain comprises a dual chain constructed from the first integrity code and
a second integrity code.
[0175] In some implementations, the second integrity code does not yield a second integrity output when applied to
the collision data.
[0176] In some implementations, the second integrity output is configured to act as a rewrite identifier that marks the
blockchain as rewritten.
[0177] In some implementations, the first integrity code comprises a first chameleon hash; and the second integrity
code comprises a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash, a second chameleon hash, or both.
[0178] In some implementations, the first integrity code comprises an inner hash nested within an outer hash.
[0179] In some implementations, the inner hash comprises a chameleon hash that is configured to provide a hash
output to the outer hash; and the outer hash comprises a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash.
[0180] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to access the key secret by combining multiple
portions of the key secret.
[0181] In some implementations, the multiple portions are stored in separate memory locations maintained by indi-
vidually-untrusted parties that together makeup a trusted party.
[0182] In some implementations, where the rewrite circuitry is configured to combine the multiple portions using a
public-key exchange protocol.
[0183] In another example, a method comprises: in a hardware security system: accessing, using processing circuitry,
a key secret for a blockchain; determining, with the processing circuitry, to rewrite original data in a selected block of
the blockchain with altered data that is different than the original data previously stored in the selected block; and
determining, with the processing circuitry and using the key secret, collision data including the altered data, the collision
data coding-consistent with a previously determined integrity output stored within a specific block of the blockchain that
follows the selected block, the previously determined integrity output generated responsive to and coding-consistent
with the original data.
[0184] In some implementations, rewriting the original data with the altered data comprises rewriting the original data
with a redacted version of the original data, rewriting the original data with supplemental data relative to the original
data, or both.
[0185] In some implementations, the blockchain is secured by an integrity code comprising a cryptographic hash, a
chameleon hash, or both; and the key secret is specific to the integrity code.
[0186] In some implementations, the blockchain comprises a dual chain that uses a first integrity code and a second
integrity code.
[0187] In some implementations, the altered data comprises a coding-inconsistency with a second integrity output of
the second integrity code, the second integrity output different than the previously determined integrity output.
[0188] In some implementations, the coding-inconsistency with the second integrity output of the second integrity code
is configured to act as a rewrite identifier that marks the blockchain as rewritten.
[0189] In some implementations, the first integrity code comprises a first chameleon hash; and the second integrity
code comprises a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash, a second chameleon hash, or both.
[0190] In some implementations, the first integrity code comprises an inner hash nested within an outer hash.
[0191] In some implementations, the inner hash comprises a chameleon hash configured to provide a hash output to
the outer hash; and the outer hash comprises a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash.
[0192] In some implementations, accessing the key secret comprises combining multiple portions of the key secret.
[0193] In another example a computer program or product may include: a machine-readable medium other than a
transitory signal; and instructions stored on the machine-readable medium. The instructions may, when executed, cause
a system to: access original data within a blockchain, the original data secured by a first integrity output for an integrity
code that is configured to yield the first integrity output when applied to the original data; determine to rewrite the original
data in the block with altered data different than the original data, such that rewriting the original data with the altered
data produces a tamper-evident rewrite; access a key secret in memory; and responsive to the key secret, execute a
non-tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain that replaces the first data with at least the altered data such that the
integrity code is configured to yield the first integrity output when applied to the non-tamper-evident rewrite,
[0194] In some implementations, the altered data includes a redacted version of the original data, supplemental data
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relative to the original data, or any combination thereof.
[0195] In some implementations, the integrity code includes a chameleon hash.
[0196] In some implementations, the instructions are further configured to access the key secret by combining multiple
portions of the key secret.
[0197] In some implementations, the multiple portions are stored in separate memory locations maintained by indi-
vidually-untrusted parties that together makeup a trusted party for the blockchain.
[0198] In some implementations, the instructions are further configured to prevent the individually-untrusted parties
from individually obtaining knowledge of an entirety of the key secret by combining the multiple portions using a public-
key exchange protocol.
[0199] In another example, a method includes accessing, via rewrite circuitry, a blockchain stored on memory, where
the blockchain includes a block with first data; and the blockchain is secured by a first integrity output for an integrity
code that is configured to yield the first integrity output when applied to the original data. The method may further include:
accessing, via the rewrite circuitry, a key secret for the integrity code, the key secret facilitating identification of collision
data different from the original data, the integrity code is configured to yield the first integrity output when applied to the
collision data; determining to rewrite the original data in the block with altered data different than the original data, the
integrity code does not yield the first integrity output when applied to the altered data; generating additional data responsive
to the key secret and the altered data; generating collision data based on the altered data and the additional data; and
rewriting the block with the collision data.
[0200] In some implementations accessing the key secret includes combining multiple portions of the key secret, the
multiple portions stored in separate memory locations maintained by individually-untrusted parties that together makeup
a trusted party.
[0201] In another example, a method includes, in a hardware security system: accessing, using processing circuitry,
a key secret for a blockchain; determining, with the processing circuitry, to rewrite original data in a selected block of
the blockchain with altered data that is different than the original data previously stored in the selected block; and
determining, with the processing circuitry and using the key secret, collision data including the altered data, the collision
data coding-consistent with a previously determined integrity output stored within a specific block of the blockchain that
follows the selected block, the previously determined integrity output generated responsive to and coding-consistent
with the original data.
[0202] In some implementations, the blockchain is secured by an integrity code including a cryptographic hash, a
chameleon hash, or both. The key secret is specific to the integrity code.
[0203] In some implementations, the blockchain includes a dual chain that uses a first integrity code and a second
integrity code.
[0204] In some implementations, the altered data includes a coding-inconsistency with a second integrity output of
the second integrity code, the second integrity output different than the previously determined integrity output.
[0205] In some implementations, the coding-inconsistency with the second integrity output of the second integrity code
is configured to act as a rewrite identifier that marks the blockchain as rewritten.
[0206] In some implementations: the first integrity code includes a first chameleon hash; and the second integrity code
includes a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash, a second chameleon hash, or both.
[0207] In some implementations, the first integrity code includes an inner hash nested within an outer hash.
[0208] In some implementations: the inner hash includes a chameleon hash configured to provide a hash output to
the outer hash; and the outer hash includes a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash.
[0209] In another example, a system includes communication interface circuitry and rewrite circuitry in data commu-
nication with the communication interface circuitry. The communication interface circuitry is configured to receive, at
processing circuitry, a first portion of a key secret via a key secret exchange protocol. The rewrite circuitry is configured
to: combine the first portion with a second portion of the key secret to obtain the key secret; determine to rewrite original
data in a selected block of a blockchain with altered data that is different than the original data previously stored in the
selected block; and determine, using the key secret, collision data including the altered data, the collision data coding-
consistent with a previously determined integrity output stored within a specific block of the blockchain that follows the
selected block, the previously determined integrity output generated responsive to and coding-consistent with the original
data.
[0210] In some implementations, the specific block follows the selected block within the blockchain.
[0211] In some implementations, the specific block includes a block adjacent to the selected block within the blockchain.
[0212] In some implementations, the communication interface circuitry is configured to receive the first portion of the
key secret via the key secret exchange protocol by receiving the first portion of the key secret via a public key exchange
protocol.
[0213] In some implementations, the communication interface circuitry is configured to receive the first portion of the
key secret the key secret exchange protocol by performing the key secret exchange protocol under authority of multiple
individually untrusted parties.
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[0214] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is further configured to access the second portion of the key
secret in a protected memory prior to combining the first and second portions of the key secret.
[0215] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is further configured to grant, using the key secret, a third portion
of the key secret to a previously untrusted party.
[0216] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to grant the third portion of the key secret by
decrypting, using the key secret, a cache storing multiple portions of the key secret.
[0217] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to determine to rewrite the original data in the
selected block of the blockchain with the altered data by determining to remove a detectable rewrite artifact left by
performing a rewrite without access to the first portion, the second portion, or both.
[0218] In another example, a method includes: accessing, in memory, a blockchain including: a selected block including
original data; and a specific block including an integrity output, the integrity output determined from the original data as
an input. The method may further include, at communication interference circuitry: performing a key secret exchange
operation to receive portions of a key secret, the portions sent by multiple individually untrusted parties; receiving a
command coordinated with the key secret exchange operation, the command specifying to overwrite the original data
with altered data. The method may further include, at rewrite circuitry: obtaining a portion combination from the portions
of the key secret; and when a count of the portions exceeds a rewriting threshold for rewrite privileges, computing collision
data that includes the altered data, where: the collision data is coding-consistent with the integrity output, and collision
data is algorithmically determined from the portion combination and the altered data as inputs.
[0219] In some implementations, the method further includes failing to compute the collision data, when the count
does not exceed the rewriting threshold for rewrite privileges.
[0220] In some implementations, failing to compute the collision data includes: determining that the count does not
exceed the rewriting threshold; and responsive to determining that the count does not exceed the rewriting threshold,
forgoing computation of the collision data.
[0221] In some implementations, failing to compute the collision data includes: generating invalid data by attempting
to compute the collision data with incomplete knowledge of the key secret, the invalid data coding-inconsistent with
integrity output; and performing a tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain includes overwriting at least the original data
with the invalid data.
[0222] In some implementations, the method further includes decrypting a cache of key secret portions when the count
exceeds a granting threshold for key secret granting privileges.
[0223] In another example, a method comprises: in a hardware security system: receiving, at processing circuitry, a
first portion of a key secret via a key secret exchange protocol; combining, with the processing circuitry, the first portion
with a second portion of the key secret to obtain the key secret; determining, with the processing circuitry, to rewrite
original data in a selected block of a blockchain with altered data that is different than the original data previously stored
in the selected block; and determining, with the processing circuitry and using the key secret, collision data including
the altered data, the collision data coding-consistent with a previously determined integrity output stored within a specific
block of the blockchain that follows the selected block, the previously determined integrity output generated responsive
to and coding-consistent with the original data.
[0224] In some implementations, the specific block follows the selected block within the blockchain.
[0225] In some implementations, the specific block comprises a block adjacent to the selected block within the block-
chain.
[0226] In some implementations, receiving the first portion of the key secret via the key secret exchange protocol
comprises: receiving the first portion of the key secret via a public key exchange protocol.
[0227] In some implementations, receiving the first portion of the key secret the key secret exchange protocol comprises:
performing the key secret exchange protocol under authority of multiple individually-untrusted parties.
[0228] In some implementations, the method further comprises: accessing the second portion of the key secret in a
protected memory prior to combining the first and second portions of the key secret.
[0229] In some implementations, the method further comprises: granting, using the key secret, a third portion of the
key secret to a previously untrusted party.
[0230] In some implementations, granting the third portion of the key secret comprises: decrypting, using the key
secret, a cache storing multiple portions of the key secret.
[0231] In some implementations, determining to rewrite the original data in the selected block of the blockchain with
the altered data comprises: determining to remove a detectable rewrite artifact left by performing a rewrite without access
to the first portion, the second portion, or both.
[0232] In another example, a system comprises: a memory; a blockchain stored within the memory, the blockchain
comprising: a selected block comprising original data; and
a specific block comprising an integrity output, the integrity output determined from the original data as an input; com-
munication interface circuitry configured to: perform a key secret exchange operation to receive portions of a key secret,
the portions received on behalf of multiple individually untrusted parties; receive a command coordinated with the key
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secret exchange operation, the command specifying to overwrite the original data with altered data; and rewrite circuitry
in data communication with the communication interface circuitry, the rewrite circuitry configured to: obtain a portion
combination from the portions of the key secret; and when a count of the portions exceeds a rewriting threshold for
rewrite privileges: compute collision data that includes the altered data, where: the collision data is coding-consistent
with the integrity output, and the collision data is algorithmically determined from the portion combination and the altered
data as inputs.
[0233] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is further configured to fail to compute the collision data when
the count does not exceed the rewriting threshold for rewrite privileges.
[0234] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to fail to compute the collision data by: determining
that the count does not exceed the rewriting threshold; and responsive to determining that the count does not exceed
the rewriting threshold, forgoing computation of the collision data.
[0235] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to: fail to compute the collision data by generating
invalid data by attempting to compute the collision data with incomplete knowledge of the key secret, the invalid data
coding-inconsistent with integrity output; and perform a tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain by overwriting at least
the original data with the invalid data.
[0236] In some implementations, the specific block comprises a block adjacent to the selected block within the block-
chain.
[0237] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is further configured to decrypt a cache of key secret portions
when the count exceeds a granting threshold for key secret granting privileges.
[0238] In another example, a method includes, in a hardware security system: accessing a blockchain stored in
memory, the blockchain including a first block including original data; and a second block including: a first integrity output
computed using the original data as an input; and a second integrity output computed using the original data as an input.
The method further includes generating, using rewrite circuitry, a rewrite artifact in the blockchain by rewriting the first
block with altered data different than the original data, the altered data coding-consistent with the first integrity output
but coding-inconsistent with the second integrity output.
[0239] In some implementations, generating the rewrite artifact in the blockchain includes rewriting the first block with
the altered data by performing a valid rewrite of the blockchain.
[0240] In some implementations, the method further includes removing the rewrite artifact by rewriting the first block
with ratification data using a ratification key secret, the ratification data coding-consistent with the first integrity output
and the second integrity output.
[0241] In some implementations, the ratification data includes the altered data; and rewriting the first block with the
ratification data by performing a multiple trusted-party rewrite ratification for the blockchain.
[0242] In some implementations, rewriting the first block with the altered data includes rewriting the first block with the
altered data using a key secret; and the method further includes, generating the key secret by combining multiple portions
of the key secret in a key secret exchange prior to rewriting the first block with the altered data.
[0243] In some implementations, combining the multiple portions includes combining multiple portions when a count
of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites.
[0244] In some implementations, combining the multiple portions includes combining multiple portions when a count
of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites but does not exceed a second threshold
for valid non-tamper evident rewrites coding-consistent with the second integrity output.
[0245] In another example, a computer program or product includes: a machine-readable medium, other than a tran-
sitory signal; and instructions stored on the machine-readable medium, the instructions configured to, when executed,
cause a system to: determine to rewrite original data in a selected block of a blockchain with altered data different than
the original data previously stored in the selected block; identify a specific block of the blockchain, the specific block
including: a first integrity output and a second integrity output; determine, using a first key secret, collision data including
the altered data; and perform a tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain by replacing the original data with the collision
data. Where the collision data is coding-consistent with the first integrity output, and is coding-inconsistent with the
second integrity output, the first and second integrity outputs generated responsive to and coding-consistent with the
original data.
[0246] In some implementations, the instructions are configured to cause the processing circuitry to perform the tamper-
evident rewrite coding-consistent with the first integrity output by performing a valid rewrite of the blockchain.
[0247] In some implementations, the instructions are configured to cause the processing circuitry to perform the tamper-
evident rewrite coding-inconsistent with the second integrity output by generating a rewrite artifact that marks the block-
chain as rewritten.
[0248] In some implementations, the instructions are further configured to cause the processing circuitry to determine
to rewrite the collision data with ratification data using a second key secret after performing the tamper-evident rewrite
of the blockchain, the ratification data coding-consistent with the first integrity output and the second integrity output.
[0249] In some implementations, the ratification data includes the altered data; and the instructions are configured to
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cause the processing circuitry to determine to rewrite the collision data with the ratification data by determining to perform
a multiple trusted-party ratification of the tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain.
[0250] In some implementations, the instructions are further configured to cause the processing circuitry to generate
the first key secret by combining multiple portions of the first key secret in a key secret exchange.
[0251] In some implementations, the instructions are configured to cause the processing circuitry to combine the
multiple portions by combining multiple portions when a count of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid
tamper-evident rewrites.
[0252] In some implementations, the instructions are configured to cause the processing circuitry to combine the
multiple portions by combining multiple portions when a count of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid
tamper-evident rewrites but does not exceed a second threshold for valid non-tamper evident rewrites coding-consistent
with the second integrity output.
[0253] In another example, a method comprises: in a hardware security system: determining, with processing circuitry,
to rewrite original data in a selected block of a blockchain with altered data different than the original data previously
stored in the selected block; identifying a specific block of the blockchain, the specific block comprising: a first integrity
output and a second integrity output; determining, with the processing circuitry and using a first key secret, collision data
including the altered data, the collision data: coding-consistent with the first integrity output; and coding-inconsistent
with the second integrity output, the first and second integrity outputs generated responsive to and coding-consistent
with the original data; and performing, with the processing circuitry, a tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain by replacing
the original data with the collision data.
[0254] In some implementations, performing the tamper-evident rewrite coding-consistent with the first integrity output
comprises performing a valid rewrite of the blockchain.
[0255] In some implementations, performing the tamper-evident rewrite coding-inconsistent with the second integrity
output comprises generating a rewrite artifact that marks the blockchain as rewritten.
[0256] In some implementations, the method further comprises: after performing the tamper-evident rewrite of the
blockchain, determining to rewrite the collision data with ratification data using a second key secret, the ratification data
coding-consistent with the first integrity output and the second integrity output.
[0257] In some implementations, the ratification data includes the altered data; and determining to rewrite the collision
data with the ratification data comprises determining to perform a multiple trusted-party ratification of the tamper-evident
rewrite of the blockchain.
[0258] In some implementations, the method further comprises: generating the first key secret by combining multiple
portions of the first key secret in a key secret exchange.
[0259] In some implementations, combining the multiple portions comprises combining multiple portions when a count
of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites.
[0260] In some implementations, combining the multiple portions comprises combining multiple portions when a count
of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites but does not exceed a second threshold
for valid non-tamper evident rewrites.
[0261] In another example, a system comprises: memory; a blockchain stored within the memory, the blockchain
comprising: a first block comprising original data; and a second block comprising: a first integrity output computed using
the original data as an input; and a second integrity output computed using the original data as an input; and rewrite
circuitry configured to: generate a rewrite artifact in the blockchain by rewriting the first block with altered data different
than the original data, the altered data coding-consistent with the first integrity output but coding-inconsistent with the
second integrity output.
[0262] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to generate the rewrite artifact in the blockchain by
rewriting the first block with the altered data by performing a valid rewrite of the blockchain.
[0263] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is further configured to remove the rewrite artifact by rewriting
the first block with ratification data using a ratification key secret, the ratification data coding-consistent with the first
integrity output and the second integrity output.
[0264] In some implementations, the ratification data includes the altered data; and the rewrite circuitry is configured
to rewrite the first block with the ratification data by performing a multiple trusted-party rewrite ratification for the blockchain.
[0265] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to: rewrite the first block with the altered data using
a key secret; and prior to rewriting the first block with the altered data, generate the key secret by combining multiple
portions of the key secret in a key secret exchange.
[0266] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to combine the multiple portions by combining the
multiple portions when a count of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites.
[0267] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to combine the multiple portions by combining the
multiple portions when a count of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites but
does not exceed a second threshold for valid non-tamper evident rewrites coding-consistent with the second integrity
output.
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[0268] In another example, a method includes, in a hardware security system: accessing, via communication interface
circuitry, a blockchain database configured to store a blockchain secured by a chameleon hash, the blockchain including:
a selected block including: a payload field; and a randomness field; a specific block subsequent to the selected block
on the blockchain, the specific block including a first previous-hash field operable to store a first chameleon hash output;
and an intermediate block between the selected block and the specific block on the blockchain, the first chameleon hash
output generated using content of the intermediate block as an input. The method further includes, in the hardware
security system: receiving a trusted-party instruction to delete the intermediate block from the blockchain; receiving, to
facilitate performance of the instruction, an authorization to access a key secret for the chameleon hash, the authorization
initiated by a trusted party for the blockchain; using the payload field, the first previous-hash field, and the key secret as
inputs, determining randomness data to write to the randomness field, the randomness data selected such that the
chameleon hash is configured to yield the first chameleon hash output is when: the intermediate block is deleted from
the blockchain; and the chameleon hash is applied to the selected block. The method further includes: generating, at
rewrite circuitry, a delete instruction; and sending, to the blockchain database and via communication interface circuitry,
the delete instruction. The delete instruction includes: a first command to write the randomness data into the randomness
field; and a second command to delete the intermediate block from the blockchain.
[0269] In some implementations, the intermediate block includes one of multiple blocks between the selected block
and the specific block on the blockchain.
[0270] In some implementations, the chameleon hash includes a rewritable cryptographic hash nested within a rewrite-
protected cryptographic hash.
[0271] In some implementations, the specific block further includes a third previous-hash field, the third previous-hash
field including a write-protected hash output generated using a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash that secures the
blockchain in parallel with the chameleon hash.
[0272] In some implementations, the rewrite-protected cryptographic hash does not yield the write-protected hash
output when: the intermediate block is deleted from the blockchain; and the rewrite-protected cryptographic hash is
applied to the selected block.
[0273] In some implementations, the trusted-party includes multiple individually untrusted parties; and the method
further includes combining multiple key secret portions controlled by the individually untrusted parties using a public key
encryption based exchange protocol.
[0274] In some implementations, determining the randomness data includes successfully generating the randomness
data when a count of the multiple key secret portions exceeds a threshold for rewrite privileges.
[0275] In some implementations, each of the multiple key secret portions contribute equally to the count.
[0276] In some implementations, a first one of the multiple key secret portions contributes more to the count than a
second one of the multiple key secrets portions.
[0277] In some implementations, the randomness field is nested within the first previous-hash field within the specific
block to mask existence of the randomness field.
[0278] In some implementations, sending the delete instruction includes complying with a data privacy rule.
[0279] In another example, a computer program or product includes: a machine-readable medium other than a transitory
signal; and instructions stored on the machine-readable medium. The instructions are configured to, when executed,
cause a system to: access a blockchain database configured to store a blockchain secured by a chameleon hash, the
blockchain including: a selected block including: a payload field and a randomness field; a specific block subsequent to
the selected block on the blockchain, the specific block including a first previous-hash field operable to store a first
chameleon hash output; and an intermediate block between the selected block and the specific block on the blockchain,
the first chameleon hash output generated using content of the intermediate block as an input. The instructions are
further configured to, when executed, cause the system to: receive a trusted-party instruction to delete the intermediate
block from the blockchain; receive, to facilitate performance of the instruction, an authorization to access a key secret
for the chameleon hash, the authorization initiated by a trusted party for the blockchain; using the payload field, the first
previous-hash field, and the key secret as inputs, determine randomness data to write to the randomness field, the
randomness data selected such that the chameleon hash is configured to yield the first chameleon hash output when:
the intermediate block is deleted from the blockchain; and the chameleon hash is applied to the selected block. The
instructions are further configured to, when executed, cause the system to: generate a delete instruction; and send, the
delete instruction to the blockchain database. The delete instruction includes: a first command to write the randomness
data into the randomness field; and a second command to delete the intermediate block from the blockchain.
[0280] In another example, a system comprises: memory configured to store a key secret for a chameleon hash that
secures a blockchain; communication interface circuitry configured to: access the blockchain in the memory, the block-
chain comprising: a selected block comprising: a payload field operable to store original data; a first previous-hash field
operable to store a first chameleon hash output; and a randomness field; a second block subsequent to the selected
block on the blockchain, the second block comprising a second previous-hash field operable to store a second chameleon
hash output; and a third block preceding the selected block on the blockchain, the first chameleon hash output generated
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using content of the third block as an input; receive a trusted-party instruction to perform a non-tamper-evident rewrite
to the payload field, the trusted-party instruction specifying altered data to replace the original data previously stored in
the payload field; receive, to facilitate performance of the instruction, an authorization to access the key secret within
the memory, the authorization initiated by a trusted party for the blockchain; and send a rewrite instruction for the
blockchain; and rewrite circuitry In data communication with the communication interface circuitry and the memory, the
rewrite circuitry configured to: using the payload field, the first previous-hash field, and the key secret as inputs, determine
randomness data to write to the randomness field, the randomness data selected such that the chameleon hash is
configured to yield the second chameleon hash output when: the payload field contains the altered data; the randomness
field contains the randomness data; and the chameleon hash is applied to the selected block; generate the rewrite
instruction, the rewrite instruction comprising:
[0281] a first command to write the randomness data into the randomness field; and a second command to replace
the original data with the altered data; and cause the communication interface circuitry to send the rewrite instruction.
[0282] In some implementations, the chameleon hash comprises a rewritable cryptographic hash nested within a
rewrite-protected cryptographic hash.
[0283] In some implementations, the second block further comprises a third previous-hash field, the third previous-
hash field comprising a write-protected hash output generated using a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash that secures
the blockchain in parallel with the chameleon hash.
[0284] In some implementations, the rewrite-protected cryptographic hash does not produce the write-protected hash
output when: the payload field contains the altered data; the randomness field contains the randomness data; and the
rewrite-protected cryptographic hash is applied to the selected block.
[0285] In some implementations, the trusted-party comprises multiple individually untrusted parties; and the rewrite
circuitry is configured to combine multiple key secret portions controlled by the individually untrusted parties using a
public key encryption based exchange protocol.
[0286] In some implementations, the rewrite circuitry is configured to successfully generate the randomness data when
a count of the multiple key secret portions exceeds a threshold for rewrite privileges.
[0287] In some implementations, each of the multiple key secret portions contribute equally to the count.
[0288] In some implementations, a first one of the multiple key secret portions contributes more to the count than a
second one of the multiple key secrets portions.
[0289] In some implementations, the randomness field is nested within the first previous-hash field within the selected
block to mask existence of the randomness field.
[0290] In some implementations, the altered data with respect to the original data comprises an addition of data to the
payload field, a redaction of data from the payload field, or both.
[0291] In some implementations, the altered data with respect to the original data comprises a redaction of data from
the payload field; and the rewrite circuitry is configured to replace the original data with the altered data to comply with
a data privacy rule.
[0292] In some implementations, the system further comprises a trigger configured to deploy an anti-theft counter-
measure when activated; and the memory comprises protected memory coupled to the trigger.
[0293] In another example, a method comprises, in a hardware security system: accessing, via communication interface
circuitry, a blockchain database configured to store a blockchain secured by a chameleon hash, the blockchain com-
prising: a selected block comprising: a payload field operable to store original data; a first previous-hash field operable
to store a first chameleon hash output; and a randomness field; a second block subsequent to the selected block on the
blockchain, the second block comprising a second previous-hash field operable to store a second chameleon hash
output; and a third block preceding the selected block on the blockchain, the first chameleon hash output generated
using content of the third block as an input; receiving, via the communication interface circuitry, a trusted-party instruction
to perform a non-tamper-evident rewrite to the payload field, the instruction specifying altered data to replace the original
data previously stored in the payload field; receiving, to facilitate performance of the instruction, an authorization to
access a key secret for the chameleon hash, the authorization initiated by a trusted party for the blockchain; and in
rewrite circuitry of the hardware security system: using the payload field, the first previous-hash field, and the key secret
as inputs, determine randomness data to write to the randomness field, the randomness data selected such that the
chameleon hash is configured to yield the second chameleon hash output when: the payload field contains the altered
data; the randomness field contains the randomness data; and the chameleon hash is applied to the selected block;
generate a rewrite instruction, the rewrite instruction comprising: a first command to write the randomness data into the
randomness field; and a second command to replace the original data with the altered data; and sending, to the blockchain
database and via communication interface circuitry, the rewrite instruction.
[0294] In some implementations, the chameleon hash comprises a rewritable cryptographic hash nested within a
rewrite-protected cryptographic hash.
[0295] In some implementations, the second block further comprises a third previous-hash field, the third previous-
hash field comprising a write-protected hash output generated using a rewrite-protected cryptographic hash that secures
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the blockchain in parallel with the chameleon hash.
[0296] Various implementations have been specifically described. However, many other implementations are also
possible. Headings and/or subheadings used herein are intended only to aid the reader with understanding described
implementations. The invention is defined by the claims.

Claims

1. A cryptologic system comprising:

memory (320);
a blockchain (100, 150) stored within the memory (320), the blockchain (100, 150) comprising:

a first block (B2, 106, 202) comprising original data; and
a second block comprising:

a first integrity output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) computed using the original data as an input; and
a second integrity output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1) computed using the original data as an input;

characterized in that the system comprises

circuitry configured to:

determine, using a first key secret (421), collision data including altered data, the collision data being coding-
consistent with the first integrity output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) and coding-inconsistent with the second in-
tegrity output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1));
perform a tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain (100, 150) by replacing the original data with the collision
data; and
generate a rewrite artifact in the blockchain (100, 150) by rewriting the first block (B2, 106, 202) with the
altered data being different than the original data, the altered data coding-consistent with the first integrity
output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) but coding-inconsistent with the second integrity output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).

2. The system of claim 1, where the circuitry is configured to generate the rewrite artifact in the blockchain (100, 150)
by rewriting the first block (B2, 106, 202) with the altered data by performing a valid rewrite of the blockchain (100, 150).

3. The system of claim 1 or 2, where the circuitry is further configured to remove the rewrite artifact by rewriting the
first block (B2, 106, 202) with ratification data using a ratification key secret, the ratification data coding-consistent
with the first integrity output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) and the second integrity output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).

4. The system of claim 3, where:

the ratification data includes the altered data; and
the circuitry is configured to rewrite the first block (B2, 106, 202) with the ratification data by performing a multiple
trusted-party rewrite ratification for the blockchain (100, 150).

5. The system of any one of claims 1-4, where the circuitry is configured to:

rewrite the first block (B2, 106, 202) with the altered data using the first key secret; and
prior to rewriting the first block (B2, 106, 202) with the altered data, generate the first key secret by combining
multiple portions of the first key secret in a key secret exchange.

6. The system of claim 5, where the circuitry is configured to combine the multiple portions by combining the multiple
portions when a count of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites.

7. The system of claim 5, where the circuitry is configured to combine the multiple portions by combining the multiple
portions when a count of the multiple portions exceeds a first threshold for valid tamper-evident rewrites but does
not exceed a second threshold for valid non-tamper evident rewrites coding-consistent with the second integrity
output (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).
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8. The system of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the circuitry is further configured to:

determine to rewrite the original data in the first block (B2, 106, 202) of the blockchain (100, 150) with the altered
data different than the original data previously stored in the first block (B2, 106, 202); and
perform a tamper-evident rewrite of the blockchain (100, 150) by replacing the original data with the collision
data; and
wherein the first and second integrity outputs generated responsive to and coding-consistent with the original
data.

9. The system of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the circuitry comprises rewrite circuitry (441) or wherein
the circuitry is rewrite circuitry (441).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein kryptologisches System, das Folgendes umfasst:

Speicher (320);
eine im Speicher (320) gespeicherte Blockkette bzw. Blockchain (100, 150), wobei die Blockchain (100, 150)
Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten Block (B2, 106, 202), der Originaldaten umfasst; und
ein zweiter Block, der Folgendes umfasst:

eine erste Integritätsausgabe (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)), die berechnet wird unter Verwendung der Origi-
naldaten als eine Eingabe; und
eine zweite Integritätsausgabe (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1), die berechnet wird unter Verwendung der Origi-
naldaten als eine Eingabe;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das System eine Schaltungsanordnung umfasst, die dazu konfiguriert ist,
Folgendes zu bewerkstelligen:

Bestimmen, unter Verwendung eines ersten Schlüsselgeheimnisses (421), von Kollisionsdaten, die
veränderte Daten beinhalten, wobei die Kollisionsdaten kodierungs-konsistent mit der ersten Integri-
tätsausgabe (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) und kodierungs-inkonsistent mit der zweiten Integritätsausgabe
(IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) sind;
Durchführen einer manipulationserkennbaren Neuschreibung der Blockchain (100, 150), indem die
Originaldaten durch die Kollisionsdaten ersetzt werden; und
Erzeugen eines Neuschreib-Artefaktes in der Blockchain (100, 150) durch Umschreiben bzw. Neu-
schreiben (rewrite) des ersten Blocks (B2, 106, 202) mit den veränderten Daten, die sich von den
Originaldaten unterscheiden, wobei die veränderten Daten kodierungs-konsistent mit der ersten Inte-
gritätsausgabe (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)), aber kodierungs-inkonsistent mit der zweiten Integritätsausgabe
(IC(B0) ..., IC(Bn-1)) sind.

2. Das System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Schaltungsanordnung so konfiguriert ist, dass sie das Neuschreib-
Artefakt in der Blockchain (100, 150) erzeugt, indem sie den ersten Block (B2, 106, 202) mit den veränderten Daten
neuschreibt, indem sie ein gültiges Neuschreiben der Blockchain (100, 150) durchführt.

3. Das System nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem die Schaltungsanordnung ferner so konfiguriert ist, dass sie das
Neuschreib-Artefakt entfernt, indem sie den ersten Block (B2, 106, 202) mit Ratifizierungsdaten unter Verwendung
eines Ratifizierungs-Schlüsselgeheimnisses neuschreibt, wobei die Ratifizierungsdaten kodierungs-konsistent sind
mit der ersten Integritätsausgabe (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) und der zweiten Integritätsausgabe (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).

4. Das System von Anspruch 3, wobei:

die Ratifizierungsdaten die veränderten Daten beinhalten; und
die Schaltungsanordnung so konfiguriert ist, dass sie den ersten Block (B2, 106, 202) mit den Ratifizierungsdaten
neuschreibt, indem sie eine Neuschreib-Ratifizierung für die Blockchain (100, 150) durch mehrere vertrauens-
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würdige Parteien durchführt.

5. Das System nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche von 1 bis 4, bei dem die Schaltungsanordnung konfiguriert ist, um
Folgendes zu bewerkstelligen:

Neuschreiben des ersten Blocks (B2, 106, 202) mit den veränderten Daten unter Verwendung des ersten
Schlüsselgeheimnisses; und
vor dem Neuschreiben des ersten Blocks (B2, 106, 202) mit den veränderten Daten, Erzeugen des ersten
Schlüsselgeheimnisses, indem mehrere Abschnitte des ersten Schlüsselgeheimnisses in einem Schlüsselge-
heimnis-Austausch kombiniert werden.

6. Das System nach Anspruch 5, bei dem die Schaltungsanordnung dazu konfiguriert ist, die mehreren Abschnitte zu
kombinieren, indem sie die mehreren Abschnitte kombiniert, wenn eine Zählung der mehreren Abschnitte einen
ersten Schwellenwert für gültige manipulationserkennbare Neuschreibungen überschreitet.

7. Das System nach Anspruch 5, bei dem die Schaltungsanordnung dazu konfiguriert ist, die mehreren Abschnitte zu
kombinieren, indem sie die mehreren Abschnitte kombiniert, wenn eine Zählung der mehreren Abschnitte einen
ersten Schwellenwert für gültige manipulationserkennbare Neuschreibungen überschreitet, aber einen zweiten
Schwellenwert für gültige nicht manipulationserkennbare Neuschreibungen nicht überschreitet, die mit der zweiten
Integritätsausgabe kodierungs-konsistent sind (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).

8. Das System eines von einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Schaltungsanordnung ferner dazu konfi-
guriert ist, Folgendes zu bewerkstelligen:

Bestimmen einer Neuschreibung der Originaldaten im ersten Block (B2, 106, 202) der Blockchain (100, 150)
mit den veränderten Daten, die sich von den zuvor im ersten Block (B2, 106, 202) gespeicherten Originaldaten
unterscheiden; und
Durchführen einer manipulationserkennbaren Neuschreibung der Blockchain (100, 150), indem die Originalda-
ten durch die Kollisionsdaten ersetzt werden; und
wobei die ersten und zweiten Integritätsausgaben als Reaktion auf die Originaldaten erzeugt werden und mit
diesen kodierungs-konsistent sind.

9. Das System nach irgendeinem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Schaltungsanordnung eine Neuschreibungs-
Schaltungsanordnung (441) umfasst oder wobei die Schaltungsanordnung eine Neuschreibungs-Schaltungsanord-
nung (441) ist.

Revendications

1. Un système cryptologique comprenant :

de la mémoire (320) ;
une blockchain, ou chaîne de blocs (100, 150) stockée dans la mémoire (320), la chaîne de blocs (100, 150)
comprenant :

un premier bloc (B2, 106, 202) comprenant des données originales ; et
un deuxième bloc comprenant :

une première sortie d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) calculée en utilisant les données originales comme
entrée ; et
une deuxième sortie d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) calculée en utilisant les données originales comme
entrée ;

caractérisé en ce que le système comprend une circuiterie configurée pour:

déterminer, en utilisant une première clé secrète (421), des données de collision (collision data) incluant
des données altérées, les données de collision présentant un codage cohérent (coding-consistent)
avec la première sortie d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) et un codage incohérent (code-inconsistent)
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avec la deuxième sortie d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn 1)) ;
effectuer une réécriture exposant les manipulations de la chaîne de blocs (100, 150) en remplaçant
les données originales par les données de collision ; et pour
générer un artefact de réécriture dans la chaîne de blocs (100, 150) en réécrivant le premier bloc (B2,
106, 202) avec les données altérées, étant différentes des données originales, les données altérées
présentant un codage cohérent avec la première sortie d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) mais un codage
incohérent avec la deuxième sortie d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).

2. Le système d’après la revendication 1, sachant que la circuiterie est configurée pour générer l’artefact de réécriture
dans la chaîne de blocs (100, 150) en réécrivant le premier bloc (B2, 106, 202) avec les données altérées en
effectuant une réécriture valide de la chaîne de blocs (100, 150).

3. Le système d’après la revendication 1 ou 2, sachant que la circuiterie est en outre configurée pour supprimer
l’artefact de réécriture en réécrivant le premier bloc (B2, 106, 202) avec les données de ratification en utilisant un
secret de clé de ratification, les données de ratification présentant un codage cohérent avec la première sortie
d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)) et avec la deuxième sortie d’intégrité (IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).

4. Le système d’après la revendication 3, sachant que :

les données de ratification incluent les données altérées ; et que
la circuiterie est configurée pour réécrire le premier bloc (B2, 106, 202) avec les données de ratification en
effectuant une ratification de réécriture par plusieurs tiers de confiance pour la chaîne de blocs (100, 150).

5. Le système d’après l’une des revendications de 1 à 4, sachant que la circuiterie est configurée pour :

réécrire le premier bloc (B2, 106, 202) avec les données altérées en utilisant le premier secret de clé; et
avant de réécrire le premier bloc (B2, 106, 202) avec les données altérées, pour générer le premier secret de
clé en combinant plusieurs portions du premier secret de clé dans un échange de secrets de clé.

6. Le système d’après la revendication 5, sachant que la circuiterie est configurée pour combiner les multiples portions
en combinant les multiples portions lorsqu’un décompte des multiples portions dépasse un premier seuil pour des
réécritures valides exposant les manipulations.

7. Le système d’après la revendication 5, sachant que la circuiterie est configurée pour combiner les portions multiples
en combinant les portions multiples lorsqu’un décompte des portions multiples dépasse un premier seuil pour les
réécritures valides exposant les manipulations mais ne dépasse pas un deuxième seuil pour les réécritures valides
n’exposant pas les manipulations, qui présentent un codage cohérent avec le deuxième résultat d’intégrité
(IC(B0), ..., IC(Bn-1)).

8. Le système d’après l’une des revendications précédentes, sachant que la circuiterie est en outre configurée pour :

déterminer de réécrire les données originales dans le premier bloc (B2, 106, 202) de la chaîne de blocs (100,
150) avec les données altérées différentes des données originales précédemment stockées dans le premier
bloc (B2, 106, 202) ; et pour
effectuer une réécriture, exposant les manipulations, de la chaîne de blocs (100, 150) en remplaçant les données
originales par les données de collision ; et
sachant que les première et deuxième sorties d’intégrité sont générées répondant aux et présentant un codage
cohérent avec les données originales.

9. Le système d’après l’une des revendications précédentes, sachant que la circuiterie comprend une circuiterie de
réécriture (441), ou sachant que la circuiterie est une circuiterie de réécriture (441).
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